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No resin? No worries… 

Detailing the old fashioned way   

Wingnut Wings 1:32nd D.H.2 

Filling without

Sanding? 
We show you how…

Torpedo Tupolev
1:48th Xuntong Model Tu-2T

ALSO:
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Delivery charges UK: Order value below £20 = £3.50,£20+above = £5.50
Overseas: Standard Airmail please add 15% of order value. Minimum £5.50. 
Priority Airmail please add 20% of order value. Minimum £7.50. 
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secure website: 

HB - Hardback, SB - Softback, RB - Ring Bound

Mushroom Yellow
Series Messerschmitt
Bf 108 Taifun
J Forsgren  B&W and
colour photos, colour
profiles, line drawings
1:48 and 1:72 plans.
SB 160pp £13.99

F-86K Sabre Jet
F Anselmino  Looks at
origins and develop-
ments of the F-86K 
including its use in the
Italian Air Force. With
modellers’ notes.
SB 40pp £13.99

abc Civil Aircraft
Markings 2013
Revised 64th Edition
A Wright  The annual
reference guide that
covers all civilian air-
craft and fully revised.
SB 446pp £13.00

Build and Convert
Classic British Jets
G Hatcher  Lavishly 
illustrated guide to
building and converting
iconic British jets.
Covers a range of
scales, techniques and
accessories, from out
of the box quick builds
to in-depth conversions. 
SB 128pp £9.99

Build & Convert
Beyond the box More
Circuits & Bumps
M Grant  Lavishly 
illustrated guide to
building and converting
Airfix models. Content
includes Fiat G.91, Fiat
G50-bis, Mirage F1,
Hawker Hurricane IIc
and much more.
SB 128pp £9.99

Units 2 JG 54 Green
Heart Fighters
M Murawski  
Colour modelling
guide to JG 54, the
second highest 
scoring fighter wing 
of all time. Black and
white photos, profiles
& decal sheet.
SB 30pp £12.99

Windsock Worldwide
29/1 Jan/Feb 2013
Modelling Master Class;
Rara Avis AW FK.12,
Great War Paint Sop-
with Triplane, Sage of
East Sheen and more.
SB 34pp £7.60

Avions 192
Mars/Avril 2013
Lavishly illustrated,
French language mag-
azine. Includes Su-27;
14/18 Paul Tarascon,
and much more.
SB 94pp £11.50

Units 3 St.G 2
Immelmann
M Murawski  
Immelmann Colour
modelling guide 
focusing on this 
Luftwaffe dive bomber
wing of WWII. Black
and white photos, pro-
files & decal sheet.
SB 30pp £12.99

Kagero Photosniper
Chieftain Main
Battle Tank
Development And
Active Service From
Prototype To Mk.II
R Griffin Colour photo
album which includes
archive photos, close-
up walkaround photos
and colour profiles..
SB 72pp £12.99

Kagero Monograph
96001 Messerschmitt
Bf 109 F The Ace
Maker M Murawski 
Well illustrated with
B&W photos, line
drawings, and colour
profiles and contains
excerpts from the
original manuals. B&W
photos and profiles.
SB 184pp £18.99

Kagero Topcolors 33
P-38 Lightning at
War Part II  
A Sadlo 
Contains 8 different
colour schemes and
two decal sheets in
1:72, 1:48 and 1:32
scales. Colour profiles
throughout with 
detailed captions.
SB 18pp £10.99

Unshackled Spirit: :
The Secret Purchase
of a Spitfire by RAF
Prisoners of War 
C Pateman  The story
of Unshackled Spirit a
unique ‘Spitfire’ fighter
aircraft purchased 
by allied prisoners of
war whilst imprisoned
in Germany.
HB 319pp £20.00

Britain’s Cold War
Bombers T McLelland
Explains the basic 
design, development
and service history of
each bomber with a
narrative which links
the linear appearance
of each new design,
leading to the present
day generation.
HB 336pp £25.00

Jagdgeschwader 5 :
The Luftwaffe’s JG 5
Eismeerjager in
World War II 
W Girbig  Created from
elements of I./JG 77
and IV./JG 1 in January
1942, Jagdgeschwader
5 “Eismeer” is one of
the lesser-known Ger-
man WWII fighter units.
HB 306pp £37.50

Tumult in the Clouds
Stories from the
South African Air
Force 1920-2010
D Wingrin  The SAAF
is not just about air-
craft and ordnance; it
is made up of people,
airmen and ground
crew alike. These are
their stories.
SB 399pp £29.95

Eagles of the
Southern Sky The
Tainan Air Group in
WWII. Volume One:
New Guinea
L Ruffato  The 
definitive history of the
Imperial Japanese
Tainan Naval Air Group
in New Guinea including
its Rabaul operations.
Profiles, photos & maps.
SB 352pp £52.99

Morane Saulnier Ses
Avions, Ses Projets
H Lacaze  Beautifully
illustrated, compre-
hensive history of
Morane-Saulnier, one
of France’s oldest air-
craft manufacturers.
Includes a plethora of
B&W photos, line
drawings, and colour
profiles. FRENCH TEXT.
HB 428pp £50.00

Kruisvaarders van
de Archipel Cataline
vliegboten van de
Marineluchtvaartdienst
1941-1957 B Rijnhout  
The first volume of a
series of 6 books on
the Netherlands NAS
from 1941-1958.
Includes the Catalina
flying boat and 
Y-38. DUTCH TEXT.
HB 352pp £35.00

50 Aérodromes Pour
Une Victoire Juin-
septembre 1944
F Robinard  Lavishly
illustrated book which
details the 50 Airfields
that played an essen-
tial role in the Allied
victory in Normandy.
With hundreds of
colour and black and
white photos and maps.
HB 334pp £47.50

Secret US Proposals
of the Cold War
Radical Concepts in
Military Aircraft
J Keeshen  This is a
book that examines
concept models 
that either never pro-
gressed beyond the
prototype stage or
never left the drawing
board. Colour photos.
HB 176pp £22.95

Warpaint 91
Mikoyan-Gurevich
MiG-21 Fishbed
V Trendafilovski
Complete and detailed
history of Mig-21 with
extensive text, colour
profiles, tables, decals
and accessories,
walkaround photos
plus much more. With
1:72 line drawings.
SB 124pp £25.00

Project Terminated
Famous Military
Aircraft Cancellations
of the Cold War and
What Might Have
Been  E Simonsen
Provides a succinct,
accurate assessment
of the development of
the featured ‘what
might have been’ air-
craft. Colour photos.
HB 220pp £23.95

The Aviation
Historian Issue 2
The ultimate power
struggle - handling
propulsion on the
Northrop XB-35;
Johnny de Uphaugh
1934-2012; Hunters
over the Andes;
Skyray to Firebird;
American classics plus
much much more.
SB 130pp £12.50

A-10 Thunderbolt II
21st Century
Warthog  N Dunridge
A ‘right-now’ look at
the A-10A/C as it is
being put to the test
by continuous combat
operations. This book
captures the Hog in its
environment, be it at
home in the United
States during peace-
time or in Afghanistan
flying combat missions.
SB 180pp £34.95

Air Force Legends
215 Boeing B-50
G Hays  Comprehensive
history of the B-50 con-
taining a plethora of
photos and drawings of
all areas (compartments,
fuselage, engine and
propellor sections etc).
B&W photos.
SB 235pp £39.99

French Cruisers
1922-1956  J Jordan
Split into two sections,
Part I covers the design
philosophy behind
each of the classes
built after 1922, and
outlines the character-
istics of each type with
detailed data tables.
HB 232pp £40.00

Adventurous
Empires : The Story
of the Short Empire
Flying-Boats P Sims
The story of the most
successful flying-boat
airliner ever built. 
Designed to a specifi-
cation for Imperial 
Airways. B&W photos.
HB 354pp £25.00

Avions Hors-Serie 34
Histoires D’Avions
Volume 1
FRENCH TEXT. Includes
Dewoitine 520; Morane
406; Potez 631 Sep
1939 - Juin 1940.
Lavishly illustrated
with archive photos
and colour profiles.
SB 96pp £13.99

Windsock Datafile
157 Halberstadt CL.II
at War!  J Alcorn
New datafile on the
Halberstadt CL.II
which covers history,
operations, walka-
round photos, colours
and markings. Profiles
and B&W/colour photos.
SB 36pp £11.75

Warplane 04
Brewster Buffalo
N Braas  Includes In-
troduction, Brewster
Aeronautical Corpora-
tion, early develop-
ment and test flying,
in Finnish service plus
much more. Lavishly
illustrated throughout.
SB 48pp £13.99

SMI Library 1005 P-
47 Thunderbolt with
the USAF European
Theatre of Operations
T Szlagor  Lavishly 
illustrated containing a
13 page intro and a
plethora of captioned
B&W/colour photos.
With decal sheet.
SB 84pp £11.99
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LSA
Models

151 Sackville Road
Hove, East Sussex

BN3 3HD
Tel: 01273 705420

orders@lsamodels.co.uk

Postage Rates
Etch/large letter size  £1.50

Small Packates £3.50
Parcels £5.00

Prices correct at time of printing.

Monday to Saturday 9:30 - 5:30

Wednesday & Sunday Closed

Bank Holidays Closed

EDUARD APRIL RELEASES  
648099 Spitfire exhaust stacks fishtail 1/48 Edu £4.75
648100 Spitfire Mk.IX cockpit 1/48 Edu £21.50
648103 MiG-21F wheels 1/48 Tru £5.00

BIGSIN
SIN67201 Bf 110E 1/72 Edu £30.00

LEPTY / PE-SETS
32326 Westland Lynx Mk.88 sonar ext 1/32 Rev £15.50
32759 Westland Lynx Mk.88 sonar int S.A. 1/32 Rev £17.50
32762 Westland Lynx Mk.88 sonar seatbelts 1/32 Rev £15.50
48745 EA-18G ext 1/48 Ita £17.50
48754 Wessex HU.5 ext 1/48 Ita £12.75
48765 Spitfire Mk.IXc landing flaps 1/48 Edu £12.75
48766 Spitfire Mk.IX surface panels 1/48 Edu £10.50
48767 MiG-21F-13 ext 1/48 Tru TBA
48769 MiG-21F-13 u/carriage 1/48 Tru TBA
49615 EA-18G int S.A. 1/48 Ita £17.50
49622 Wessex HU.5 int S.A. 1/48 Ita £17.50
49636 EA-18G NACES ejection seat 1/48 Ita £12.75
49639 Spitfire Mk.IXc 1/48 Edu £15.50
73473 EF-2000 single seat 1/72 Has £15.50
73475 Bf 109F S.A. 1/72 Zve £12.75

ZOOMY / ZOOMS
33116 Westland Lynx Mk.88 sonar int S.A. 1/32 Rev £12.75
FE615 EA-18G int S.A. 1/48 Ita £10.50
FE622 Wessex HU.5 int S.A. 1/48 Ita £10.50
SS473 EF-2000 single 1/72 Has £7.50
SS475 Bf 109F S.A. 1/72 Zve £7.50

MASKY / MASKS
CX355 Envoy 1/72 RS £6.75
CX356 Ca.310 1/72 Azur £6.75
CX358 Fiat G-91 1/72 Meng £4.75
EX382 MiG-29 1/48 G W H £5.00
EX384 Tu-2S 1/48 Xuntong £7.50
EX385 Yak-3 1/48 Zve £5.00
EX386 Jaguar A 1/48 K/Hawk £6.75
EX388 Me 410 1/48 Meng £7.50

BIGY / BIG-ED sets
BIG3325 F-14D 1/32 Tru £70.00
BIG4982 HURRICANE Mk.I 1/48 Ita £21.50
BIG4983 T-28D 1/48 Rod £27.00

MODELY / KITS
8281 Spitfire Mk.IXc late 1/48 Profi £26.00
84135 F6F-3 1/48 W/end £12.75

SPECIAL HOBBY MODELS
FUTURE RELEASES
SH48134 Fiat Br.20M Late £42.75
SH48127 Firefly Mk I Home Fleet £29.99
SH48110 He-115 Floatplane £53.50
SH48041 Firefly Mk IV/V £29.99

SH72228 B-18A Bola “At War” £26.75
SH72245 Yak-23 Flora twin seat £14.50
SH72259 Seafire Fr. Mk47 £16.75
SH72258 Me-163c Bubble Canopy £13.00
SH72260 P-35 “Silver Wings” £13.95
SH72262 P-35 “War Games” £13.95
SH72263 Me-163c “What If” £13.00
SH72574 Meteor £TBA
SH72575 P-70 Nighthawk £26.75

FLY KITS
FLY72012 Avia BH-21 Belgic £19.75
FLY72016 BH-22 £19.75
FLY14409 Dc-20 “Summer Express” £21.50
FLY14426 Dc-9 -10 “Itavia” £21.50

AZUR MODELS
A075 Morane Saulnier Ms.410 c-1 £13.00
A108 Dewoitine D.520 £29.99

EDUARD MAY RELEASES
BRASSIN
648101 R-27ET / AA-10 Alamo-D 1/48 £8.50
648102 F6F wheels 1/48 Edu £5.00
648104 MiG-23 M/MF exhaust nozzle 1/48 Tru £13.00
648105 MiG-23 M/MF main wheel bay 1/48 Tru £13.00
672016 P-51 wheels 1/72 Tam £5.00
672017 MG 15 guns 1/72 £5.00

LEPTY / PE-SETS
32328 Lynx Mk.88 exterior 1/32 Rev £19.50
32332 Bf 109E-3 exterior 1/32 Cyb Hob £14.50
32758 Bf 109E-3 interior S.A. 1/32 Cyb Hob £17.50
32761 Lynx Mk.88 interior S.A. 1/32 Rev £19.50
32763 Lynx Mk.88 seatbelts 1/32 Rev £17.50
32771 Seatbelts USAAF WWII FABRIC 1/32 TBA
48771 MiG-29 F.O.D. 1/48 GWH £11.50
48772 MiG-29 exterior 1/48 GWH £11.50
48774 Bf 109E-3/E-4 1/48 Edu TBA
49062 Seatbelts RAF WWII FABRIC 1/48 £7.50
49612 P-47D S.A. 1/48 Hob Boss £14.50
49627 MiG-29 interior S.A. 1/48 GWH TBA
49651 Bf 109E  Weekend 1/48 Edu TBA
73474 F-102 S.A. 1/72 Meng £17.50
73478 Bf 109E-7 S.A. 1/72 Air £14.50
73479 Spitfire PR.XIX 1/72 Air £11.50 

ZOOMY / ZOOMS
33118 Lynx Mk.88 int 1/32 Revell £14.50
33122 Bf 109E-3 int S.A. 1/32 Cyb Hob £14.50
FE627 MiG-29  int S.A. 1/48 GWH £14.50
SS474 F-102 S.A. 1/72 Meng £7.50
SS478 Bf 109E-7 S.A. 1/72 Air £5.75

MASKY / MASKS
CX357 Cant Z1005 1/72 S/model £8.50
CX360 Vampire T.11 1/72 Airfix £5.00

CX362 P-38L 1/72 Hob Boss £4.25
EX393 F-4B 1/48 Aca £7.50
EX394 H-34 1/48 Gallery £7.50
EX396 Mirage 2000D 1/48 Hel £7.50
EX397 Jaguar A 1/48 Hel £7.50
JX149 Bf 109E-3 1/32 Cyb Hob £5.75
JX153 P-61A/B 1/32 Hob Boss £11.50

BIGY / BIG-ED SETS
BIG4984 MiG-23M 1/48 Tru £50.00
BIG4985 LYNX HMA.8 1/48 Air £36.75
BIG4986 An-2 1/48 Hob Boss £29.50

MODELY / KITS
8264 Bf 109E-7 Trop 1/48 Profi £24.00
7420 Bf 110D 1/72 w/end £11.50

RODEN
UR305 1/144th Carvair ATL-98 £19.99
UR308 C-47 Skytrain £16.99
UR311 C-124c Globemaster II £23.99
UR435 D.H 9c £25.99
UR445 Pilatus PC-6 w/floats £34.99
UR724 Opel Blitzbus (1937) £12.99

ZVESDA KIT RELEASES 2013 
AIRPLANES 1/48
Z4805 SU-2 Soviet Light Bomber A £TBA

MILITARY SMALL SETS
Z6147 Soviet 120-mm Mortar with Crew 1/72 TBA £2.99
Z6150 Soviet Plane PO-2 1/144 TBA £2.99
Z6184 Henschel 126B 1/144 TBA £2.99
Z6185 Soviet Bomber SB-2 1/200 TBA £2.99
Z6186 Ju-88A4 1/200 TBA £2.99
Z6218 British Light Bomber Fairey Battle 1/144 TBA £2.99
Z6230 British Bomber Bristol Blenheim IV 1/200 TBA £2.99

AIRPLANES 1/144
Z7003 Airbus A-320 A £TBA
Z7011 Ilyushin IL-76 B £TBA
Z7013 Ilyushin IL-62M C £TBA
Z7016 Ekranoplan A-90 A £TBA

AIRPLANES 1/72
Z7278 MiG-29C (9-13) B £17.99
Z7295 SU-27SM B £18.99
Z7304 FockeWulf 190 A4 A £7.99
Z7305 Lavochkin La-7 C £7.99
Z7306 Junkers Ju-87B2 D £9.99

TAMIYA KITS 2013  
1/32 AIRCRAFT  

60323 P51-D/K Mutang Pacific £139.99

1/72 AIRCRAFT
60779 A6M5 Zero Zeke £19.99
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AVIOLIBRI
The bookshop that takes
you right up to the sky!!!
Via dei Marsi, 53/55
00185 ROME - ITALY
phone & fax: +39 064452275
info: avio@aviolibri.it

IBN PUBLISHING
tune onwww.aviolibri.it

An Italian/English text monograph with a large number of excellent co-
lour photos, cutaway drawings, profiles and colour three-views
of this amazing aircraft.
The first part of the book is historical, covering all prototypes,
pre-production and early production airframes. Follows the “mo-
deller useful” section that includes lists of things like specification and
liveries and insignia, plus information on available kits, accessories, de-
cals and a summary of the Airfix, Revell and Italeri offerings in 1/72 + the
1/48 Revell kit.

IBN EDITORE - MODERNWINGS 1
Eurofighter - EF-2000 Typhoon
By Paolo François (colour profiles by Richard J. Caruana)

A highly recommended book for both modellers
and aviation enthusiasts!

96 pp., 21 x 29,7 cm

ISBN 97888756550421

€ 24,50

SPECIAL DEAL!
For orders excee

ding

€ 80,00 (£ 65,00
)

SHIPPING IS FR
EE!
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May 2013
Vol.35 Issue 03

Feature:
P.8 - 13
Scuttlebutt Lodge
Karl Robinson with the help of the SAM regulars,
compiles a light-hearted look at the world of
modelling, bringing us the latest news surrounding
future releases as well. 

Compact
Build Reviews: 
P.16 - 38
Our dedicated expert team of
modellers examine recent kit
releases for your reading
pleasure.  

This Month:
Charles Whall joins the SAM
team with his take on the 1:48th
scale Italeri Ju 87D.      

Mike R Williams builds Kinetic’s
new T-45 Goshawk in 1:48th scale.        

Trumpeter continue to release
variants of their superb 1:72nd scale
Flanker and Seb Videc checks in
with the Su-27UB. 

Neil Pinchbeck treats us to the magnificent
1:72nd scale Airfix Swordfish on floats.  

Karl Robinson provides a tutorial on filling
without sanding as he builds the 1:72nd
scale Revell Ju 88A-4.

Juan Contreras makes a welcome return
as he builds High Planes Models' 1:72nd
scale Mirage 5P.
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Distributed to the UK and International 
news trade by

Seymour Distribution Limited
2 East Poultry Avenue, London EC1A 9PT 

Tel: 020 7429 4000

STORE FINDER
Books-A-Million, Inc. presently operates over 200

stores in 18 states and the District of Columbia.
To find the store nearest your location visit:

www.booksamillioninc.com/store_finder/index.html

Aviation in Profile:
P.40 - 50
Peruvian Illusion: The Mirage 5P
By: Santiago Rivas and Lewis Mejía.
With many never before published images, we bring
you a rare glimpse at the Mirage in service with the
Peruvian Air Force.

Feature 1: 
P.52 - 58
Torpedo Slinging Tupolev
1:48th scale Xuntong Models Tu-2T
Marco Preto does not bother waiting for the resin
enhancements; he gets positively medieval on this
surprising release.          

Feature 2: 
P.60 - 65
De Havilland’s Pusher
1:32nd scale Wingnut Wings D.H.2  
Dai Williams joins the SAM team, building the superb
Airco D.H.2 by the WWI specialists from New Zealand.  

The Marketplace:
P.68 - 79
Jay Laverty, Karl Robinson, Mick Capell, Brian
Wakeman, Massimo Santarossa, Yoav Efrati, Juan
Contreras and Mike Williams bring you the latest in kits,
book reviews, resin and decal releases, photographed
and put on display for your perusal.  

The Tailpiece:
P.80 - 83 

• Contacts and Sources for the products you find 
featured in SAM

• A preview of what to look forward to in the next 
issue of the magazine 

• What’s happening close to you and across the globe
in the Events Calendar  

• Editorial contacts & information on subscriptions 
to SAM

Keep up with SAM on Facebook for a calendar of
important events as well as what is coming in future
issues of the magazine. 

Not only is the Facebook page a great visit for daily
updates on all things aviation related, new releases and
news, we also regularly give away model kits and
books. 

Artistic Aspiration 

Paris at the turn of the last century was a
hotbed for art and many aspiring avant-
garde painters visited the French capital,

where the work of post-impressionist artists Van Gogh,
Cézanne, Seurat, Gauguin, and their disciples could be seen
at the myriad galleries and Salons. After several visits
between 1900 and 1903, Pablo Picasso became so
enamoured with the scene that he settled there
permanently in 1904. 

His work between 1900 and 1901 reflects a determined
assimilation of a variety of new styles and techniques. His
subject matter included typical scenes of Parisian nightlife,
using bright, unmixed colours, such as the depiction of the
dance hall in the style of Toulouse-Lautrec. 

Picasso was prolific in this period, as he was throughout
life, the sum total of his work comprising over 50,000
paintings, sculptures, drawings as well as poems and a pair
of plays. The amalgamation of the styles and the influence
on individual works is obvious, although they all culminate
in the eventual development of the cubist style Picasso was
to pioneer. 

Ultimately, his style and technique may have moved
dramatically away from those who influenced the early, Blue
and Rose periods of his work, however there is no denying
that they would have had an influence on what his style
developed into. 

Call it parody, imitation or aspiration, mimicking other
work in the pursuit of self-style is as much a part of
modelling as it is any aspect of life. I doubt if Matisse or
Renoir ever published the “Frequently asked Questions…”
or “the Dummy’s Guide to…” as it was all down to the
interpretation and a mastery of the medium. Picasso
learned what his paints did and what he had to do in order
to make them do what he wanted. Once he had mastered
this and after spending time imitating the inspirational
works he surrounded himself with in Paris, he blossomed
into his own. You do not have to be a fan of cubism to
appreciate that. 

Until next month, 

Jay Laverty Managing Editor
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Imitation Spawns Innovation
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Scuttlebutt Lodge

8 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk

If you have something that you would like featured in Scuttlebutt Lodge, please email me at: karl@regallitho.co.uk

Availability: Eduard stockists
via Hannants, LSA & Creative
Models

Selected by: Karl Robinson

For many years I actively
avoided bi-plane models due to
having problems with fitting
the struts and upper wings
properly. That was until I was
introduced to Eduard’s Pfalz
D.IIIa kit as something out of
my usual comfort zone. I
approached the build with
much trepidation but was soon
pleasantly surprised to find that

a well designed and
engineered bi-plane kit could
become an absolute pleasure
to build. The overall fit is spot-
on, and the wings practically
align themselves with little
effort, leaving me wondering
why I had avoided quality bi-
plane kits for so long. This could
be written about so many of
Eduard’s 1:48th scale First
World War fighter kits in that
they are generally excellent in
terms of splendid mouldings
and overall levels of detail.
Eduard tend to offer different

boxings of the kits from the
Weekend Edition, featuring the
basic kit, to the ProfiPack
editions that feature
combinations of additional
extras such as Photo-etch, paint
masks, and decals. I would
heartily recommend any of the
Eduard Pfalz D.III kits to anyone
who has shied away from
building aircraft of this
pioneering era as it is difficult
to go too wrong with such
good quality kits. Go and give
one a try and you might well be
surprised.

Number 23: 

2nd May 1952  – 
de Havilland DH.106
Comet 1, G-AYLP, of
BOAC, departed London
for Johannesburg on
the very first revenue
passenger service
operated by a jet
airliner.

Compiled by Karl Robinson, with contributions from Jay Laverty, Massimo Santarossa, and Shaun Schofield

11th May 1964 – 
Jacqueline Cochran
flew a Lockheed F-104G
(62-12222) to 1,400.30
miles per hour over a
straight 15 to 25
kilometer course. She
was the first woman to
fly faster than Mach 2

Perfect Pfalz
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Scuttlebutt Lodge
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As we move into
the Spring, news
and confirmation

of participants at the
major shows is starting
to pick up pace. RIAT’s
weekly Thursday
announcements are in
full swing with some
exciting aircraft already
confirmed. Topping the
list so far is the NH90 of
the Finnish Army. The
type will be making its
RIAT debut and, as one
of the better helicopter
demonstrations in
Europe, promises to be a
cracking addition to the
flying, with a second
example confirmed for
the static park. More
exotica will be on show
on the ground courtesy
of the Brazilian Air Force
who are sending a
Embraer R-99 as part of
the shows Sky Guardian
theme, plus a rare
appearance from the
stunning Breitling Super
Constellation. Back in
the air, a host of display

teams have already
confirmed; regular
attendees the Breitling
Wingwalkers and Royal
Jordanian Falcons will
be joined by the ever
popular Frecce Tricolori
from Italy, and a return
of the Swiss PC-7 team.

Staying with the
Swiss, Yeovilton will be
hosting the sole UK
appearance of their F/A-
18C Hornet solo display.
Arguably the best jet
display in Europe, the
Hornet is a real coup for
the show and promises
to be one of the season
highlights. It represents
a very good start for
Yeovilton, who after
missing out on so many
top display acts last year
(including the Hornet)
are looking to be back
on song. Fingers
crossed, more displays
of this calibre will
announced in the near
future.

Shaun’s Airshow Scene
By Shaun Schofield

14th May 2005   – Test pilot Didier Delsalle lands
a Eurocopter AS350 B3 Ecureuil at the summit of
Mount Everest, the highest point on Earth at
29,035 feet. The FAI required that the helicopter
remain on the summit for at least two 2 minutes
for the landing to be considered official. Delsalle
actually landed on the summit twice, staying
four minutes each time. The flight set world
records for the highest landing and take-off. 

Check this

out!
Featured this month is a cool
HD video shot with an FPV
Quadcopter drone, by
www.team-blacksheep, of the
309th Aerospace Maintenance
and Regeneration Group
(AMARG), in Tuscon, Arizona,
often called The Boneyard.

View this link…
www.vimeo.com/55627027

and set a new FAI world speed record.
Cochran set three further speed
records with this same F-104G during
May and June of this year. Under the
Military Assistance Program, the U.S.
Air Force transferred the aircraft to
the Republic of China Air Force, where
it was assigned number 4322. It
crashed 17 July 1981.
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News
15th May 2013 Scale Aircraft Modelling 3503

SAM

Just like Buses…
You wait for years for
someone to bring out
a newly tooled IAI Kfir
in 1:48th scale, and
suddenly there are
two coming to
market! Last month
we featured
information on the kit
from AvantGarde
Models, and this
month we can

announce that Kinetic are also releasing a Kfir C.2/C.7 kit in the same
scale very soon. Announced as a joint venture with IsraDecals,
markings for at least 5 different Kfir’s are included with decals
printed by Cartograf. The kit promises a variety of armament and
stores as well as excellent levels of detail. We very much look forward
to both kits arriving on the market very soon. 

www.facebook.com/Kineticmodel

Good news and bad regarding the Tarangus 1:48th scale JA37
Viggen… well, only slightly bad news in that the release date has
now been moved back to the summer. The good news is that this is
due to them re-evaluating the kit once the CAD design was
completed and deciding to ditch the existing plan for short run
moulding technology. The CAD looked so good that they are now
moving it to full metal moulds for a more superior detailed kit. We
think the delay is a small price to pay for what is hopefully going to
be an excellent kit of a type long overdue for the modern tooling
touch. For now, here is the box art, painted by Tor Karlsson, to whet
your appetite. 

www.tarangus.se

Full Metal Jacket

18th May 1953   – Jacqueline Cochran flew the 100th
Canadair Sabre, a one-off Mk.3 specially modified to test
the prototype Avro Canada Orenda 3 turbojet engine,
over a 621.3 mile course and set a new FAI world speed
record of 652.552 mph. Cochran became the first woman
to break the sound barrier and over the next two weeks
would set two more speed records with this Sabre Mk.3.
This Sabre currently resides on display outdoors at
Wetaskiwin Regional General Airport, Alberta, Canada.

Big Cat on the Loose
Scheduled for
arrival in early June
this year is the new
1:48th scale Jaguar
GR.1 from
KittyHawk Models.
Box art has been
released showing a
Desert Storm
aircraft, although
other decal options
included are, at this

moment in time, unannounced. Much excitement surrounds the first
new tooled British Jaguar release since the Airfix kit from the 1990’s,
and it seems to have beaten the Italeri kit to market which was
announced over 12 months ago with little announced progress. 

www.kittyhawkmodel.com

More news from Swedish manufacturer Tunnun is that they are
currently well underway with work on their first 1:72nd scale kit
which will feature the SAAB J 29A/B Tunnan. The J 29A and J 29B
represent the early variant of the Tunnan and differ only by the
internal fuel load. Tarangus currently estimate that the kit should be
available by the early summer, so keep an eye out for more
information soon. 

www.tarangus.se

Tiny Tunnan
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22nd May 1948 – Jacqueline Cochran flies her
green P-51B Mustang (NX23888) over a 2000
kilometre closed circuit at Palm Springs,
California averaging 447.47 mph setting a
new FAI world speed record for its class. Two
days later, she would set another speed
record in this same P-51. Cochran also flew
NX23888 in the 1946 and 1948 Bendix Trophy
Races, in which she placed 2nd and 3rd.

Valiant Wings 
Valiant Wings Publishing have
announced that the next release
in their Airframe & Miniature
series will The Messerschmitt Bf
109 (Early versions V1 to E-9
including T-series) – A Complete
Guide To The Luftwaffe’s Famous
Fighter by Richard A. Franks. The
book contains 160 pages packed
with vital information that no
active modeller and Luftwaffe
enthusiast should be without,
featuring 40+ pages of technical
information, 20+ pages of walk-
around images and technical
diagrams, 5+ pages of camouflage
and markings, 25+ pages of
model builds and modelling

information, 200+ photographs including wartime images, Colour
side views and four-views by Richard J. Caruana, and 3D isometric
views of all variants by Jacek Jackiewicz. RRP will be only £18.95 per
copy + postage and packing. Pre-orders via the Valiant Wings
website.

www.valiant-wings.co.uk

Dragon have announced the next
‘Smart Kit’ in their range will be the
Sikorsky SH-3G Sea King, in 1:72nd
scale, featuring markings of the US
Navy. Dragons Smart Kits are designed
to be easier to build without
sacrificing levels of detail. Extra
engineering has been invested in
these kits, so that the construction of
the models is more straightforward.
The kit will feature foldable rotor

blades and decals from Cartograf for several US Navy squadrons. 
www.dragon-models.com

         
          

             
           

          
           

  

Whilst we are still awaiting
the arrival of AvantGarde’s
first kit release, the IAI Kfir
(AMK 88001), everything
we have seen so far
promises great looking kits
with excellent levels of
detail from this new
manufacturer, so news of
more projects on the way is

exciting. One thing AvantGarde
have definitely achieved so far is
surprise with their choice of
subjects following the
announcement that kit (AMK
88003) will be the venerable
Fouga Magister CM 170 in 1:48th
scale. Previously only tackled by

Fonderie Miniatures with their mixed media, short run kit, this will
certainly be music to the ears of many that a modern tooled
example of the type is on the way at last. Even more surprising was a
sneaky picture of a CAD design of the L-29 Delfin released on their
Facebook page… let us hope this another 1:48th example under
development.  

www.facebook.com/AMKHOBBY

News from AvantGarde Sea King

23rd May 2000  – The US
Air Force receives its first
T-6A Texan II primary
trainer at Randolph AFB,
Texas. The Texan II is a
militarised version of the
Pilatus PC-9 and has a
top speed of 320 mph
with a range of 900 miles.

KittyHawk Models continue
their impressive release
schedule with news of a
1:48th scale MiG-25PD/PDS
‘Foxbat-B’. This is very much
likely to drum up interest
with many modellers as a
quality kit of the Foxbat has
been missing for many
years. So far only CAD
pictures have been released
but these promise great
detail to the kit. Kept well
under wraps until now,
release of the kit should be
sometime as soon as May
this year. This is definitely
one I might have to twist the
Editor arm to get hold of!

www.kittyhawkmodel.com

Out of the Blue!

Coming soon from Zvezda is one
of the smaller Soviet Caspian Sea
Monster Ekranoplans, the A-90
‘Orlyonok’ or Eaglet in English.
They were desgined to carry very
heavy payloads in the
1960’s/70’s using the ‘Wing in
Ground Effect’. The A-90 should

make for an impressive kit in 1:144th scale measuring out at over 40
centimetres long, and will feature decals for two different ‘aircraft’. 

www.zvezda.org.ru

Caspian Sea Monster
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24th May 1948  – Jacqueline
Cochran sets a second FAI
world speed record in two
days flying her P-51B
Mustang (NX23888) over a
1000 Kilometre closed
course. The new record for
this class was pushed up to
431.09 mph by Cochran.

25th May 1927  – Lt. James H. Doolittle, USAAC, becomes the
first pilot to successfully perform an outside loop. Flying a
Curtiss P-1B Hawk, he began the maneuver at 10,000ft
pushing the nose into a dive. Reaching 280mph he continued
to pitch the nose ‘down’ and flew though a complete circle
with the pilots head on the outside of the loop. He attempted
to repeat the performance at the 1929 Cleveland National
Air Races in a Curtiss P-1C, but the wings came off the aircraft
leaving Doolittle to bail and parachute to safety.

Iranian Stealth Fighter caught out by bloggers

The recent unveiling of Iran’s
second domestically
produced aircraft, and so

called ‘State of the art Stealth
Fighter’, the Qaher F-313, made
headlines after a special
ceremony attended by President
Ahmadinejad. Immediately it fell
under the scrutiny of Aviation
Experts who claimed that the jet,
said to combine the features of
the F-22 and F-35 fighters, could
not fly because it was too small
and was made of plastic. Lacking
rivets and bolts the plane was
also said to be a model or
working prototype at best.

In response to the criticism the
Khouz News agency
immediately published a
photograph of the Qaher F-313,
in their words, majestically
soaring over Iran’s Mount
Damavand.

Internet bloggers soon called
it out as a Photoshop fake when
the shadows, lighting and
reflections did not match with
the surroundings, and also noted
that the angle of the aircraft was
exactly the same as in the
original unveiling shot. The
background was clearly an
image from the Picky Wallpapers
website with the F-313
photoshopped poorly onto the
mountain scene. A video was
also posted, of poor quality, and
very shaky, supposedly showing
the aircraft in flight, but was still
clearly some form of modified
radio controlled aircraft model.

Thus far, Iranian officials have
dismissed all detractors, calling
all doubts (photographic and
otherwise) purely ‘Enemy
Propoganda’. The combination
of imperfect photoshopping has
left very little doubt in the
majority of people’s minds that
this photo is, in fact, faked.
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Purisol Paint Remover

There are many ways to
remove paint, some more
successful than others.

Hannants have stocked Purisol
for some time now so how does
it perform? For the test a
Spitfire bottom wing was
sprayed with Enamel, Acrylic
and Alclad paints over a primer
base coat. Each was allowed to
dry for several weeks to really
put it through its paces.

Using cotton buds to
apply the

Purisol
keeping it
wet and
gently working
it into the paint,
the Acrylic started to
break up immediately.
Followed a short time later
with the Enamel, surprisingly
the Alclad took two
applications to remove
completely.

In all it took under five
minutes to completely
remove all the paint
plus undercoat back to
bare plastic. This product
did not mark the plastic in any

way plus no smelly fumes. Each
bottle contains enough to strip
at least eight times the size of
my test sample. Nice one
Xtracrylix!  Price £3.00

30th May 1949 – While testing the radical
Armstrong Whitworth AW.52 "flying wing", test
pilot J.O. Lancaster experienced severe pitch
oscillations in a 320 mph dive. Fearing the
aircraft would disintegrate, Lancaster decided
to leave the aircraft using the Martin-Baker
Type 1 ejection seat, becoming the first person
to use the seat in an emergency. He was thrown
clear of the aircraft and parachuted to safety.
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Unit 3, Enigma Building, Bilton Road, Denbigh East, Bletchley Bucks MK1 1HW
Telephone: +44 (0)1908 270400,  Fax: +44 (0)1908 270614, Email: kim@regallitho.co.uk

All major credit cards accepted. 
Orders can be placed by mail, telephone, fax or through the website.
(www.warpaint-books.com) Postage on UK orders is free. Overseas
readers pay postage at air mail printed paper rate.

Warpaint on the web
For prices, details of availability and secure ordering

www.warpaint-books.com

No 10 Vickers Wellington £10.00
No 20 Supermarine Seafire (Griffon) £12.50
No 21 Armstrong Whitworth Whitley £12.00
No 26 Bristol Blenheim £9.50
No 29 Hawker Sea Hawk £9.50
No 31 RAF/RN Phantoms £9.50
No 32 Douglas A-20 Boston/Havoc £9.50
No 34 Avro Lincoln £9.50
No 35 Fairey Barracuda £9.50
No 37 Gloster Gladiator £14.50
No 41 Fairey Fulmar £12.50
No 46 Handley Page Halifax £15.00
No 49 Fiat G.91 £11.50
No 51 Lockheed Neptune £11.50
No 52 Fairey Albacore £11.50
No 56 Blackburn Firebrand £12.00
No 57 Handley Page Hampden £12.00
No 58 Supermarine Swift £12.00

No 59 Lockheed Hudson £12.00
No 60 English Electric Canberra £15.50
No 61 SM S.79 Sparviero £12.00
No 62 Handley Page Hastings £9.95
No 63 Vickers Valiant £10.50
No 64 Convair F-102 Delta Dagger £13.00
No 65 Westland Wessex £14.50
No 66 Bristol Bulldog £10.00
No 67 Folland/HS Gnat and Ajeet £10.00
No 68 Bristol Brigand £10.00
No 69 Martin B-26 Marauder £11.50
No 70 Vought F4U Corsair £15.00
No 71 AW 650/660 Argosy £10.50
No 72 Vickers Sm Seafire (Merlin) £12.00
No 73 NA B-25 Mitchell £12.50
No 74 HS Harrier P 1127 £12.50
No 75 BAe Sea Harrier £12.50
No 76 Grumman Tracker/Trader/Tracer £14.50

No 77 Curtiss P-40 £12.50
No 78 AM C.202-205 Folgore-Veltro £12.50
No 79 PBY Catalina £15.00
No 80 Saab Draken £14.50
No 81 Junkers Ju 52 £12.00
No 82 BAC Jet Provost & Strikemaster £14.50
No 83 Fairey Battle £15.00
No 84  Grumman F6F Hellcat £15.50
No 85 Supermarine Scimitar £13.00
No 86 Vickers Wellesley £13.00
No 87 Grumman TBF Avenger £16.00
No 88 Lockheed T33A Shooting Star £13.00
No 89 Avro Lancaster £15.50

Warpaint Specials
No 1 Republic P-47 Thunderbolt £18.50
No 2 Messerschmitt Bf 109 £18.50
No 3 De Havilland Mosquito £14.50

The Boeing B-17 would find fame during WW II as the mainstay of the 8th AAF during its operations over
Europe. Conceived at a time when the possibility of strategic bombing was becoming a reality the USAAF
was initially sceptical about such large machines. Eventually Boeing built the Model 299 as a private
venture. Although the aircraft was lost in a crash the USAAF was impressed enough to order a small
batch of the bombers. As the situation in Europe deteriorated the obvious need for a strategic bomber
increased this being exacerbated by the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941. Fortunately the
American manufacturing base was capable of meeting the countries needs thus B-17’s began to roll off
the production lines being improved upon as experience demanded. Not only would the type find fame
over Europe, it would also succeed in the Mediterranean and the Far East. During the war the B-17
was utilised by the RAF in the anti submarine role and that of electronic warfare. Post-war the
majority of the B-17’s were scrapped however a few hung on with the USAF as personal transports
while others were used by the US Navy, the Royal Danish Air Force and the Brazilian Air Force. The
writer of this small tome is Kev Darling while the artwork is courtesy of Richard Caruana. 

Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress

By Kev Darling

Nicknamed ‘Flak Magnet’ B-17G 43-37675 of

the 381st BG wings its way towards another

target. USAAF via DRJ    

WARPAINT SERIES No.90

Warpaint series No.91 £25.00

This MiG 21 Warpaint, written by Vladimir Trendafilovski attempts to correct the mis-
information that has become accepted as de facto by so many. With access to former
communist archives and museums, Vladimir includes many previously unseen
photographs of aircraft from almost every user-country complemented by colour
profiles from Richard Caruana. This WARPAINT is an attempt to bring new information
on this very complex subject to the modeller and enthusiast, providing not only the
complete development and service history of the MiG-21’s numerous variants and sub-
variants, but also a very detailed service history of the type in former Yugoslavia – a subject that
has not previously been addressed in such detail. The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21, also known by its
NATO codename ‘Fishbed’, is undoubtedly a phenomenon in the field of military aviation - designed
over 50 years ago, but still remaining in service today. Just like the ubiquitous Kalashnikov AK-47
assault rifle, it was a successful product of the Soviet weapons design doctrine - simple, reliable and
durable - built in large quantities and distributed throughout the world. Unsurprisingly, this has made
the MiG-21 the most produced supersonic jet aircraft in the world with the longest combat aircraft
production run in aviation history. A total of 11,000+ aircraft have been delivered during 28 years of
production not only in the USSR, but also under licence in factories in the former Czechoslovakia and
India. The MiG-21 has become one of the world’s most important aircraft that served not only as a combat aircraft,
but also as an advanced jet trainer - paving the way to the sky for numerous generations of pilots throughout the world, with
more than 500 aircraft in over a dozen user-countries still in airworthy condition. With the service life of the last production run due to expire in
2017, the MiG-21 will not become a museum piece or a warbird collector item yet but will continue to serve as it did decades ago.

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 'Fishbed'By Vladimir Trendafilovski

The MiG-21 in its definitive form - MiG-21 Bison, the Indian derivative of

MiG-21-93 - a Russian upgrade program developed by the original designer.

This aircraft of No.3 Squadron 'Cobras', s/n CU2235, is seen moments before

landing at its home base Ambala in late February 2009. Its crisp paint job and

definitive antenna configuration suggest that this is one of the last upgraded

aircraft, while the presence of a small blister fairing just behind the cockpit

canopy and an I-shaped SOD-57M transponder antenna slot on the tail (in the

middle of its serial) testify that it was an early MiG-21bis, assembled at HAL

from one of 75 Soviet-supplied CKD kits. (Dr. Séan Wilson / Prime Images)

WARPAINT SERIES No.91

2/2013  08:42  Page 126

128 pages  
+ 3 pull-outplans

Orders from the world’s book and hobby trade are invited

OTHER WARPAINT TITLES STILL AVAILABLE

Warpaint series No.90£16.00

Mikoyan-Gurevich

Boeing

91 Warpaint MiG-21 + B-17 ad rev_Canberra SAM ad  23/02/2013  15:04  Page 1



Bringing Precision Metals 
to Scale Modelling

Precision Metals

Slide Fit Micro Tubes & More...

Model by Andy Argent 

TM

“for the precise model miniaturist”

Flex-i-file & Albion 
Alloys Glue Applicators 
and Finishing Products

Visit our updated website for information,  video links and 
downloadable  instruction sheets. All Product available from good model shops

www.albionalloys.co.uk

New product information 
 available on website

Scale Aircraft

Conversions

White Metal & Resin Aircraft Parts Since 1990

scaleaircraftconversions.com

32070 SA 330 Puma Landing Gear (Rev) 

(upgrade for 1/32 Revell/Matchbox) 

48214  Me 410 Landing Gear (Meng)

(replacement for 1/48 Meng)

48216  H-34 USN/USMC Landing Gear 

(replacement for 1/48 Gallery Models)   

32071  Hawk 100 Series Landing Gear (Kin)  

(replacement for 1/32 Kinetic)

48215  F-4B Phantom Landing Gear (Aca) 

(replacement for 1/48 Academy)             

48217  A-10 Warthog Landing Gear (Rev/Mon)

(replacement for 1/48 Rev/Mon)     
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SAM newcomer Charles Whallmakes his first appearance
with the Italeri 1:48th scale Ju 87D-5.

EasternFrontEagle
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Junkers Ju 87D-5 

Availability: Italeri stockists
via the Hobby Company        

Stock Code: 2709

Scale: 1:48

Price: £29.99

Author's Additional
Investment:  Eduard
EX327: Kabuki tape Canopy
masks, 
Quickboost QB48385:
Pitot tube 
Quickboost QB48007:
Revi C/12D gunsights x 6
Master MR48012:
Brass MG.17 gun barrels

Paints Used: Gunze Sangyo 
RLM 70/71/65/04
Availability:Model Design
Construction
www.modeldesign
construction.co.uk

Weathering Materials:
MIG Productions
Abteilung Oils:  080 Wash
Brown, 060 Light Rust
Brown, 
MIG Pigments:
European Dust

Interior Enhancement

Ihave never built a kit straightfrom the box, as there are
always loads of great

aftermarket sets available these
days. This kit being no
exception, it is an ideal starting
point for additional detailing.
Consequently, I went to town in
adding a number of scratch-
built parts in the form of
cockpit wiring and a superb
Quickboost Revi gunsight. A
Jumo engine set is also
provided, if the modeller wishes
to show a stripped down Stuka.
This is nicely detailed, complete
with firewall, engine bearers
and other plumbing; one can
only imagine how impressive it
would look with some super-
detailing….maybe next time!

The kit includes a small
photo-etched fret comprising
instrument panel, seatbelts,
wing walkways, exterior
fuselage armour for the pilot,

and counter-balances for the
rear stabilisers. The cockpit
itself is relatively basic, so I went
to work adding a number of
etched and styrene parts.
Gunner's and radio
compartment details were
added, while lead wire from
Plus Model and other small
features like the map-box, maps
and etched instrument panel
further enhanced the cockpit.
Once the cockpit was finished,
thin strips of styrene rod were
used for the canopy rails.
0.2mm wiring was added to the
radio and gunner
compartment. The cockpit went
together without any trouble,
however having glued the
sidewalls to the fuselage, a
fairly wide gap was apparent
along the length of the cockpit
sills where the sidewall did not
follow the contour of the
fuselage. This requires some
careful manipulation to rectify. 

Checks & Balances

The exterior presents a
surprising number of fit issues.
The front canopy does not fit
well and a noticeable step
between the canopy and the
fuselage sides was immediately
apparent, although a small
amount of green putty filled
the gap nicely.  The wheel spats
also fit awkwardly into the
recesses on the underside and
leave a gap which will also
benefit from filling and
sanding. The rear stabilizer
struts will need the locating
pins removed and sanded back
to create a flush fit with the
fuselage, something I only
noticed after affixing! 

On a more positive note, the
famous gull-wing section
aligned perfectly at the
fuselage roots and only a very
small amount of liquid cement
was used here, which I was very
pleased with. The
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Gunner's and radio
compartment details were added,

while lead wire from Plus Model and
other small features like the
map-box, maps and etched

instrument panel further
enhanced the cockpit. 
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clear canopy sections are well
scaled. I gave them my usual
coat of Future then masked
using Eduard’s Kabuki tape set.
Italeri have also been very
thoughtful in providing the
modeller with the option to
drop the elevators, which have
been provided as separate
parts to the rear stabilisers and
with the addition of the etched
balances, provide a very nice
effect! 

Eagle of the Eastern Front

I opted for the markings
representing a Stuka of Stab
3./SG2, Russia,1943/44, piloted
by the ‘Eagle of the Eastern
Front’ Hauptman Ulrich Rudel,
the most highly decorated
German
serviceman
of the
war. The
decals

are admirably thin and colour
register is excellent. Following a
coat of Future varnish, the
decals were applied with only a
small amount of Micro Sol
necessary to force them into
the recesses. 

Painting was carried out
using Gunze Sangyo Aqueous
Acrylics, applied with my trusty
Iwata HP-B airbrush and its
0.2mm nozzle. The base
camouflage of RLM 70/71 was
applied at a pressure of 14 psi
and lighter shades were also
added in ‘filters’ providing
increased depth for the colours.
After laying down a set of
splinter camo masks made
from Kabuki tape, further
lightening shades of the 70/71
were built up but using a mix of

around 50/50 water and
paint. Abteilung oils

created the panel
wash, and

weathering and fuel streaks
over the top completed the
scheme. A small amount of
post-shading was carried
out to enhance various
areas with some highly
thinned Black-Brown
Tamiya paint. General
weathering to the
wings, walkway
areas was
executed with a
wash of
Black/Brown
oils and a
dusting of
Tamiya and
MIG pigments.
General scuffing
was done using
Prismacolour
silver and HB
pencils. A coat of
flat varnish sealed
everything together.

Excellent Starting Point

Overall, I found the kit very
easy to manage despite the
few fit issues which, with a bit
of work, are simple to deal
with. This kit is great for

beginners or seasoned
veterans alike and

provides a
great base

for
loads of

extra
detailing. 

The Quickboost Revi gunsight adds a new
dimension to the otherwise excellently

appointed instrument panel. 
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Further Reading:   

Luftwaffe Colours: 
Luftwaffe Ju 87 Dive-

bomber units 1939-1941,

Peter C Smith

Availability:

www.hannants.co.uk

A Complete History:
The Junkers Ju 87 Stuka by

Peter C Smith

Availability:

www.crecy.co.uk  
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AVAILABLE
IN ALL GOOD
MODEL SHOPS

MODEL KITS
FROM AROUND

THE WORLD

P.O.BOX 80, WELWYN, HERTS, AL6 0ND. Trade enquiries only on tel 01707 391509, fax 01707 327466, info@pocketbond.co.uk

PPOOCCKKEETTBBOONNDDDDIISSTTRRIIBBUUTTIIOONN

DE HAVILLAND D.H.9C URO-435 NEWNEW

I:48

DOUGLAS C-I24C GLOBEMASTER II URO-3II

NEWNEW

I:I44

B-25G MITCHELL "CANNON NOSE"  AYI2290

I:48

NEWNEW

A-ID SKYRAIDER (AD-4) TM02252

I:32

NEWNEW
HAWK 75 AXIS HAWK HCI4I6

I:48

DOUGLAS C-47 SKYTRAIN URO-308 NEWNEW

I:I44

F-I4A VF-I "WOLF PACK"  AYI2504

I:72

NEWNEW
SR-7IA "HISTORY"  AYI2509

I:72

NEWNEW

TUPOLEV TU-2VS SOVIET TACTICAL BOMBER XT4800I

NEWNEW

I:48

TUPOLEV TU-2S SOVIET MEDIUM BOMBER XT48002

NEWNEW

I:48

TUPOLEV TU-2T SOVIET TORPEDO BOMBER XT48003

NEWNEW

I:48

F-I4B VF-I03 EA37I86 P-5IK LT COL OLDER 23RD FG EA39303

EASY MODEL: MUSEUM QUALITY ASSEMBLED MODELS: COLLECT THEM ALL!

I:72 I:48

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

Exclusive UK Distributors POCKETBOND LTD (Dept SAM/I305)

Send £4.30 in
loose stamps to

receive Academy’s
2013/14

catalogue and
receive the new

Pocketbond
catalogue free!

UK residents only. 
Allow 28 days for delivery.

NEWNEW

B-25J MITCHELL 'STRAFER' HK0IE02

‘STRAFER’ I:32

MANY
HOBBYCRAFT

BACK IN
STOCK!

P-5IC MUSTANG BENDIX RACER ACC00I3

I:48

F4J PHANTOM II ACC04II

I:72

F3F-I CLASSIC US NAVY BIPLANE FIGHTER ACC34I3

I:48

Accurate Miniatures Tooling

RESTOCK RESTOCK RESTOCK
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Dreams do come true, as Mike Williams discovers when building the
new Kinetic 1:48th scale T-45 Goshawk.

20 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk

T-45 Goshawk

Availability: Kinetic Models
stockists via Hannants  

Scale:  1:48

Stock Code: K48038 

Price: £29.99

Author’s Additional
Investment: Caracal Decals
CD48025 : US Navy T-45
Goshawk Part 3 
Availability:
caracalmodels.com
Two Mikes 48067 T-45
Goshawk
Seamless/corrected intakes
Two Mikes 48068 T-45
Goshawk Tailhook fairing
Availability:
Two Mikes stockists via
www.twomikesresin.com

Paints Used: 
Tamiya XF-7 Red
Tamiya XF-1 Black
Tamiya XF-2 White
Gunze-Sangyo H4  Yellow

Christmas Morning

One of the most enduring
and attractive jet
trainers of all time, the

BAe Hawk has found itself well
covered for modellers in recent
times, although the US version,
the Goshawk, has been the
exception until now. Kinetic
have produced yet another gap
filler for US Navy and Training
Aircraft modelling fans.

I was like a kid at Christmas
when I got my hands on this kit,
hoping Kinetic had answered
my prayers for a quality
quarter-scale T-45.

Kinetic provide alternative
instrument
panels for
the earlier 
T-45A with

analogue instrumentation or
the more recent T-45C with
large digital multi-function
displays. Therefore you will
need to check your references
as to which you version you
require. 

The ejection seats are more
than adequate, requiring only
the addition of harnesses to
enhance the existing detail.
Refined panel line rendering
can be found throughout, with
exceptional and accurately
represented raised rivet detail
around the rear fuselage. The
undercarriage has thoughtfully
been provided with an optional
extended nose leg oleo to
depict the model as ready for
catapult launch.  

The main gear legs
benefit from

some fine brake lines being
added to them, and can then
simply be added to the
pleasingly detailed wheel bays,
taking care with the alignment
of the retraction arms. The
undercarriage doors are all
supplied with optional closed
one-piece parts, however the
inner main gear doors and
forward nose gear doors are
often seen closed on parked
aircraft consequently a mix of
the supplied doors were used,
enabling the main gear doors
and nose gear doors to fit flush
when closed.

I received some samples of
Two Mikes resin improvements
for this kit. Their seamless
intakes are an improvement
over the kit parts, whilst being
simple drop-in replacements.

Terrific T-Bird
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The cockpit is more than
adequate as it comes, requiring
nothing more than careful
painting. 

The Two Mikes resin arrestor hook fairing substantially enhances the tail section. Note the
scratch-built plasticard ventral fin and the finely moulded rivet detail on the rear fuselage.

Brake lines are added using fine wire, using superglue to fix them into holes pre-drilled
with a pin vice.  
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They needed only the merest
hint of sanding to blend them
flush with the surface. Two
Mikes also produce a
replacement arrestor hook
fairing, which is a rather nice bit
of work. Fitting this necessitates
removal of the moulded-in
arrestor hook fairing and
ventral fin. 

With all external attachments
added including the
undercarriage legs, the cockpit
could be masked before
priming everything, ready for
painting. When using mixed
media it is best to prime the
model for uniformity.

US Navy training aircraft have
Red/Orange tail, wing panels
and nose sections, which would
need painting first. Xtracolor
enamels make the exact shade,
however I opted to mix my
own being a dyed-in-the-
wool acrylics user.
Gunze Yellow and
Tamiya Red
were
employed
with
great

results.
These areas needed

careful masking off before
proceeding with the White for
the rest of the airframe, not
forgetting to mask and spray
the Black anti-glare panel.

Caracal
decals have
some great
markings
options hot
off the press,
ready for this
kit.  Part 3
was my sheet
of choice,
given my
weakness for
a Shark-
mouthed
aeroplane.
They all settled
down
beautifully
over a
gloss coat
followed
by a

final
flourish

of light Grey
enamel wash for highlighting
the details. Being training
aircraft the Goshawks are kept
relatively clean so this one was
not overly weathered.

The canopy was fixed in the
open position and the
undercarriage doors were

attached
after having
the red edging
applied with a fine brush.
The finishing touch was to
replace the pitot with a sewing
pin for durability.

This kit certainly seems to be
a popular subject amongst my
peers and around the
modelling fraternity as a whole,
and it is easy to see why. It is

such
an aesthetically pleasing
aeroplane and has plenty of
colourful marking options
available.
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HPM HOBBIES
COMING SOON

www.hpmhobbies.com

UK:   www.model-craft.co.uk
CAN:   www.westcoasthobbys.com

IT:  www.misterkit.com
NL:   www.aviationmegastore.com

AR: www.hobbieslc.com.ar
JP:  www.willing-hobby.com
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Over 160 photos, 25 drawings and 3 tables packed into 108 pages. 
Price 22 plus postage if ordered from www.maxdecals.com
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Sebastijan Videc
makes Cultural Constructions of China for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan with the Trumpeter 1:72nd scale Su-27UBM2 ‘Flanker C’

24 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk

Snow Leopard

The Land of Borat

Kazakhstan is the ninth
largest country in the
world and the largest

landlocked one. Bordering
China, this country was of
strategic importance during
the Soviet era and several large
airbases were built during that
time. With the declaration of
independence in 1991,
Kazakhstan inherited large
amounts of Soviet weapons,
including Tu-95 strategic
bombers. As the bombers had
no use in the newly formed
Kazakh Air Defence Force, an
exchange with Russia was
made for around 20 Su-27
Flankers. In 2009, Flankers were
sent to Belorussia for
overhauling and modernization

and returned as 
Su-27M2s and 
Su-27UBM2s.
Modernization
included the
addition of GPS,

'Satellite' ECM containers on
the outer underwing pylons,
while retaining the missile
launch rail, wiring and inclusion
of Litening-AT laser designator
pod, integration of air-to-
surface weapons and
replacement of the old CRT
radar screen in the cockpit with
a modern LCD multi-function
display, making their Flankers
potent all-purpose fighters.

Easy Come, Easy Go

Trumpeter's 1:72nd Flankers
are currently the best models of
this famous fighter on the
market in this scale, and it
seems most of the variants will
be released over time. The best
part is that the kit builds well
and looks great when finished!
The cockpit is
somewhat basic, with
decals representing
side consoles and
instrument panels.

The seats, however, are a very
decent representation of the 
K-36, although they will benefit
from the addition of harnesses.
As the decision was made to
close the canopy, I felt the
detail out of the box was more
than sufficient, although should
you wish to further enhance
the cockpit, there will no doubt
be the usual slew of
aftermarket resin and photo-
etched sets released.   

From the Ground Up

The construction is
straightforward and amazingly
easy for such a large aircraft.
There are a few things to look
out for, though. If you decide to
close the airbrake, the opening
is a bit too deep and you will
end up with a step. I glued thin
styrene strips on the inside of
the airbrake until it made a
good fit. The same procedure
had to be followed with the

Su-27UBM2 ‘Flanker-C’  

Availability: Trumpeter
stockists via Pocketbond 

Scale: 1:72

Stock Code: 01645

Price: £19.99 

Author's Additional
Investment:  ICM 72213:
Soviet Air-to-Surface
Armaments set
Hasegawa Aircraft Weapons: IX
Linden Hill Decals 72023: Post
Soviet Aircraft Series –
Kazakhstan 

Paints Used:  
Revell 50, KLM Blue; Model
Master French Blue, Light
Blue, Camouflage Grey; WEM
Neutral Grey
Alclad Steel, Pale Burnt Metal,
Exhaust Manifold, Hotmetal
Blue; Model Master Stainless
Steel

Weathering Agents: 
Artists' oil paints – Payne’s
Gray and Raw Umbera

Stock Code: Midland
Publishing, Famous Russian
aircraft: Su-27 Flanker by
Yefim Gordon
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Using Radu Brinzan’s
‘Scribe-R’, cutting the flaps
and slats was an easy job.
A simple modification like
this will generate
additional interest with
the finished model.

UB kits in any scale
miss the

characteristic
blind flying
curtain

and the
support railing fit

to the front of the
canopy. Using

some plastic card, steel wire and
aluminium kitchen foil it

was scratch-built in
minutes.
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insert on the bottom of the
wings. The engine nacelles fit
well and if you find any
discrepancy a swipe with a
sanding stick will make them sit
perfectly flush with the rest of
the fuselage. As hydraulic
power bleeds, the Flanker's
control surfaces drop and since
the kit has moulded flaps, slats
and tailerons in the horizontal
position, cutting the wings is
required if you wish to replicate
the effect. The actuator arms
that go inside the vertical
stabilizers also have to be
extended for dropped tailerons.
As this was to be the UBM2
version, the correct air-to-
ground weapon pylons had to
be selected and new aft holes
for the pylons drilled. The
Litening pod pylon was made
from 0.5mm styrene. 

Red Star,
Golden Eagle

After the Alclad
priming session, the
decision was made
to paint the
aircraft’s
camouflage
freehand, as
reference
photos

found on the internet show a
soft demarcation separating
the colours. Once the
camouflage had dried
sufficiently, Alclad Aqua
Gloss varnish was applied
for the perfect decal
application base. Linden
Hill decals proved
superb once again, but
one has to be careful
as most of them
comprise two layers
and the
instructions must
be carefully
followed as to

which goes
on the

model first. Also, be aware that
Kazakh stars are not
symmetrical, as the Eagle is
facing forward on the tails and
outboard on the wings.
Trumpeter’s decals were used
for stencilling and while the
printing was fine, the
instructions are a bit
misleading and some
positioning information is
omitted. 

Dirty Flanker

After a protective layer of
Alclad Aqua Gloss, the
weathering started. A mix of
Raw Umber and Payne's Grey
artists oil colours was used,
applied evenly over the model,

followed by wiping the paint
away from the

model with a
paper
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The impressive loadout was
made using the kit's air-to-air

missiles, air-to-ground missiles
and TV-guided bombs from the

ICM weapons set along with
Hasegawa’s Litening-AT pod.

A mix of Raw Umber
and Payne’s Grey 
oil paints not only
emphasises the
panel lines but 
also acts 
as a filter. 
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tissue. When this was done, a
few drops of white spirit were
applied to the model, further
cleaning the surface. By this
method not only are the panel
lines  pronounced, but since
there is going to be a very thin
layer of paint left, it will act as a
filter as well, binding
the camouflage
colours together

and subduing the markings.
The same process is repeated
on the landing gear struts and
weapons since they are easily
overlooked at this stage of the
weathering process and look
‘toyish’ otherwise. A final coat
of Alclad Semi-Gloss varnish
was used to seal everything
and give the model a slight
shine. 

Definitive Flanker

If you are contemplating on
buying a Flanker kit in 1:72nd
scale, look no further. With the
continuing expansion of the
range from early to late Su-
27s, twin-seaters, Chinese
J-11B and the new
multi-role 
Su-30MKK,

Trumpeter are filling the
Flanker market with quality.
When combined with the wide
variety of various Linden Hill

and

Begemot
decal sheets, the

possibilities for
building up a collection

of colourful Su-27s is almost
limitless.

COMPACT BUILD REVIEW
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“Street Cred”

The Airfix 1:72 new-tooling
Fairey Swordfish Mk I has
already established its

credentials as among the best
things the company has
produced at this scale for many
years, and earned praise in
every quarter of the hobby. Not
least from my SAM colleague
Jamie Haggo, whose
stupendous build in the July
2012 SAM (Volume 34 Issue 5)
of a machine of 815 NAS at the
time of Taranto, inspired me.

I will say now that I have
made my build as different
from Jamie's as I could. This is
partly to demonstrate the
versatility of this great kit, but
also to avoid inviting direct
comparison between
Jamie's skill

and
my own (you do get
a bit crafty with advancing
years!).

Differential
The main difference between

this and the previous issue is, of
course, that this is the
floatplane version. This means
that the original kit, complete
with wheeled undercarriage, is
boxed with an additional sprue
containing the floats, float
struts, beaching wheels and
trestle.

Plausible display for
floatplanes is not always easy,
so the beaching wheels and
trestle are

particularly
welcome.

Each float comprises
two halves and an upper
decking piece, which avoids
any issues with a dorsal seam. 

Departures
My second departure from

Jamie's build was that I decided
to employ the wing-fold
option.

For this, Airfix have provided
two injection-moulded jigs,
which hold the centre section
of the upper wing in position
whilst the parts set.

The outer sections
of the upper and
lower wings were
built up, painted
and rigged as
individual units
before being
slotted into
place. It was all
very easy.

28 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk

Neil Pinchbeck builds the new Airfix 1:72nd scale “Stringbag” as a pre-war
floatplane serving aboard Ark Royal.

Fairey Swordfish Mk I
Floatplane

Availability: Airfix stockists
worldwide       

Scale: 1:72

Stock Code: 05006

Price: £15.99

Special Accessories:
Eduard 73432: Photo
Etched Detail set
Gunthwaite Miniatures
GM72-019: Fleet Air Arm
pilots

Paint used: 
Neil Pinchbeck uses
Humbrol enamels.
120 Matt Light Green
166 Light Aircraft Gray
33 Matt Black
34 Matt White
Metal Cote: 
27002 Polished Aluminium 
27003 Polished Steel
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Prophecy
Following its initial

appearance, it was prophesied
that the inevitable popularity of
this kit would generate many
aftermarket products, and
prophecy has proven true. I
was fortunate enough to
receive Eduard photo-etched
set 73432 with
the review sample.
This consists of a
pre-painted, self-
adhesive fret, dealing
primarily with the
interior. A second
plain fret mainly
covers improvements to the
wing fold (another reason why I
opted for the folded wing
option).

Confession
I have to confess that of all

the media available on the
model scene today, I find
etched brass the most
problematical. For a long time I
had a deal of sympathy for a
modelling contemporary who
wrote that the only use he
could see for etched brass
parts was to have
something to superglue
to his thumb.
More
recently, I
have felt
equally
uncomfortable
with the
development of pre-
painted etched parts.

There is no doubt that
things like pre -painted
control panels offer a result far
superior to anything that most
of us could achieve with a
brush and this is obviously
gives them wide-ranging
appeal. My problem has been
that no matter how fine the
result, I am left with the
feeling that I did not do
it. After all, would I
invite someone else
to paint or build  any
other part of my

Prophecies of aftermarket
items for this kit soon came

true. Here is Eduard etched set
73432 and a set of brilliant

resin exhausts by Quickboost.

The colour
difference
between the pre-
painted observer's bulkhead
and the rest of the painted scheme,
becomes apparent.
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model, on the grounds that
they could do it better than
me?

I feel sure that this would rob
me of a deal of the
satisfaction which
makes modelling
so pleasurable.

A Certain Age
My wife tells me that I am a

gentleman of a certain age,
who tends towards what might
be regarded as reactionary
views. She is wrong, of course.
However, I decided to go on-
line and canvass the opinions
of other members of the SAM
team. Expecting to be in the
minority, I actually found the
views expressed surprisingly
diverse.

Those in Favour
The first opinion was

unanimously in favour of pre-
painted etched as a way of
quickly producing a result
which would not be possible
otherwise. The control panel
provided by Eduard for this
Swordfish is certainly a case in
point and far superior to the kit
provision of a decal. Likewise,
the radio unit front is a little
gem, although it took some
nerve to file off the front of the
kit radio (excellently rendered
in its own right) in order to fit
the etch
replacement. 

Mixed
Feelings
The second body of opinion

was more mixed. Whilst
embracing the advantages,
there were some reservations.
One problem raised was colour
matching and integrating the
pre-painted parts into the rest
of a scheme. I encountered
something of this with the
“Stringbag”. Using Humbrol 120
Matt Light Green as the cockpit
colour, I found the shade of the
pre-painted etched much more
turquoise. In the event, I
decided to live with the
variation.

Another point concerned the
essentially two-dimensional
nature of etched parts. One
colleague had added knobs
and levers to a pre-painted
control panel just to lift this
two-dimensional effect.

Despite the availability of
special tools for the purpose,
folding etch parts up into three
dimensions is often a
demanding process. 

Another
problem which occurred  in this
project was trying to get the
brass seat belts to conform to
the seat profile. I have been
given the tip that annealing
them can improve their
malleability (heat them in a
candle flame then allow to cool
naturally.) The problem is, of
course, that you cannot do that
to pre-painted items. 

Creative Key
It occurs to me that I do not

paint my own markings and
that serials and stencilling
would be beyond me without a
decal sheet. So is pre-painted
etch any different?

The key has to be in the way I
use these things. To look right,
decals have to be integrated
with the structure, colour
scheme, finishes and
weathering as part of a creative
whole.

Like it or not, both pre-
painted and plain etch are here
to stay. To make the most of

them I
need to
have the

same creative
approach as with a
decal sheet.

Further Reading:

Wapraint Books 12:
Fairey Swordfish

availability: 
www.warpaint-books.com

Ad Hoc Publications; 
From the Cockpit 10:

Swordfish
availability:

www.adhocpublications.com
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The de Havilland Vampire T 11 was a side-by-side 
two-seat training aircraft version of the RAF’s Vampire 
jet fi ghter and served with the RAF, Fleet Air Arm, and 
military forces of other counties.  Powered by a single 
de Havilland Goblin 35 turbojet engine, a total of 731 
Vampire T-11 trainers were built.

WZ507 
Flown by the Vampire Preservation Group,
North Weald, Essex, England, 2012.
WZ590 
No.5 Flying Training School, Royal Air Force Oakington, 
Cambridgeshire, England.

No.14 Squadron, Royal New Zealand Air Force.

A02058
1:72 Scale
De Havilland Vampire T.11

A55204
1:72 Scale
De Havilland Vampire T.11 Starter Set
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www.youtube.com/
offi calairfi x
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2013 Catalogue
Out Now!
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COMPACT BUILD REVIEW

Juan Contreras converts the High Planes Models
1:72nd scale Nesher into an intriguing South

American variant, the Mirage 5P of Peru. 

Hunter Replacement 

France made good money
exporting her most
successful fighter, the

Mirage III and a further
development, the Mirage 5.
Forty-five years later, there are
still some airframes in
operation, albeit with their days
numbered. The aircraft’s
popularity was backed by the
exploits of the Israeli Air Force
and the reticence of the US to
sell modern aircraft to South
America. Peru was the first Latin
American user of the Mirage,
followed by Brazil. The former
purchased her first airframes in
1968 and the latter some
months later. Later, Argentina,
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador
and Chile followed their
example. Argentina would
become the biggest operator
with nearly 100 examples from
six variants. The Andean
country chose the type to
replace the elderly Hawker
Hunter and F-86 Sabre, both
models of great popularity in
the region at the time,
albeit showing

their age. M5’s were the
cheaper variant and ironically,
with ever decreasing budgets,
some upgrades were
developed and added
capabilities that made it a
powerful fighter-bomber.

Construction
With the recent series of

Mirages released by High
Planes Models, there was an
excuse to model a rather
obscure subject. It was the turn
for the M5P. I chose the boxing
of the Israeli Nesher S as the
starting point. The sprues
contain parts that let the
modeller build a wide range of
Mirage variants. 

As with most aircraft, I started
with the cockpit. A spare Martin
Baker Mk 4 resin seat from
Pavla was used as a
replacement for the seat
provided in the kit.  While
some Mirages have their
cockpits painted
black, it

looked
far too dark

for the scale;
therefore this one was

given a coat of Panzer Grey

and the instrument panel
painted black with dials and
accessories in different colours,
according to documentation. 

Peruvian Mirages were
upgraded at some point in their
careers, and received a
Thomson-CSF TMV-63 laser
range finder, which was scratch-
built from a piece of sprue.
There is a tiny antenna ahead of
the range finder and it was
made with Evergreen plastic
sheet, along with a
corresponding square base.
While the pitot tube present in
High Planes Models kits is
neatly moulded and can be
used straight from the box, I
decided to use a brass
replacement from Master
Model of Poland, a great
enhancement, as it is very thin
and looks almost the same as
the original. This model also
received a pair of

magnificent
1,700lt drop

tanks from Freightdog. 

Keep in mind Mirages of
all types used a myriad of
accessories, and it is better to
do some research before
starting assembly. These
tanks and the 1,300lt ones

are the most common on Latin
American Mirages as the
distances they travel are huge.
After consulting some Peruvian
friends, I found out that these
machines would usually carry a
wide range of weapons, most of
them either French, Soviet or

Mirage 5P  

Availability: High Planes
Models stockists via
www.hpmhobbies.com

Scale: 1:72

Stock Code: 072088

Price: £21.02

Paint used:  
Testors Model Master II
2102 RAL 8020 Afrika 
Braun ‘42
2108 French Earth Brown
Undersurfaces: 1733
Camouflage Gray FS36622
Cockpit: Revell Panzer grey
Exhaust: Tamiya XF-84 
Dark Iron

Author’s Additional
Investment: 
High Planes Models
refuelling probe (French
type)
High Planes Models PE set
for Mirage III family
Freightdog Models 1,700lt
drop tanks
Master Model Mirage III/5
brass pitot tube
Pavla Martin Baker Mk 4
ejection seat

32 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk
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Peruvian M5P’s had a 
rectangular panel on the nose that needed

to be scribed into place. The refuelling
probe is from High Planes, and the white

wire cover lines are made from thin
Evergreen styrene rods

Details the photo-etched set brings to
life in this scale are clearly evident yet
unfortunately little will be seen when
the fuselage halves are closed, even

with canopy open.

The nose, pitot tube and scratch-built
range-finder are in place. Master Model’s
brass pitot is a nice addition to the model

the odd
American bomb. For
instance, you cannot go wrong
with a pair of Matra Magic IIs, or
the R-13M Atoll and Advanced
Atoll (which look almost
identical to the corresponding
Sidewinder variant). Another
set of weapons is the JL-100
rocket launcher, which has a
fuel tank inline. The refuelling
probe is the French type from
High Planes. They plan to
produce a range of accessories
to cover the over-fifty variants
of Mirage that ever existed.

Painting
Having sound experience

travelling in the Atacama and
Sechura deserts, I know there is
a wide range of sand colours in
the region. Foremost, the sand
colour as found in your typical
paint bottle is usually a few
shades lighter than the one
found in both the Latin
American deserts. I tried
Testors’ 1704 Sand first and
then settled with the darker
tone, 2102 RAL 8020 Afrika
Braun ’42. For the Dark Brown I
used 2108 French Earth Brown. I

checked many

photographs
of the M5P, and concluded that
there are variations in the
colours used over the years.
Not a big deal, as Latin
American air forces tend to
change the tones to what is
generally available, rather than
using a standard set of paints.
The undersurfaces were
painted 1733 Camouflage Gray
FS36622.

The model was given a light
wash of Burnt Umber in some
areas  and some paint
chippings and scratches were
re-created using Aluminium.
Peruvian aircraft are generally
well protected from the
elements, so no further
weathering was done. 

Markings
There are not many options

to make of the M5P.
Unfortunately, the only
dedicated set was out of
production, so I resorted to a
range of markings taken from
five different producers. The
decals were sandwiched
between layers of gloss varnish.
The model was finished with
matt varnish and certain parts
were polished, in order to give
an uneven appearance.  
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Karl Robinson
passes along
some
useful tips on eliminating
gaps without destroying
detail as he builds
the new Revell
1:72nd scale 
Ju 88A-4. 

34 www.scaleaircraftmodelling.co.uk

To dress up the seats a little, I fashioned some belts
made from thinly cut strips of lead foil. Once super-glued

into place they look very effective.

Junkers Ju 88A-4 

Availability:
Revell stockists via
www.revell.de   

Scale: 1:48

Stock Code: 04672

Price: £16.99

Special Tools and
Accessories:  
Johnson's Klear
MIG Productions Enamel
Neutral Wash
MasterCasters MST72014; 
Ju 88 Weighted Wheels

Paints Used:  
Gunze Sangyo Aqueous
Hobby Color:
Availability:www.model
designconstruction.co.uk 
H11 Flat White
H12 Flat Black
H20 Flat Clear
H64 RLM71 Dark Green
H65 RLM70 Black Green
H67 RLM65 Light Blue
H72 Dark Earth
H413 RLM04 Yellow

Flavour of the Month

The Junkers Ju 88 is
obviously ‘flavour of the
month’ with Revell, as the

last year has seen newly-tooled
releases in both 1:32nd and
1:72nd scales. This latest 1:72nd
release is truly sublime in terms
of detail and has one of the
most well-appointed cockpit
interiors that I have seen in the
scale. The addition of some
colour-etched seatbelts is all
that is needed to elevate its
realism.

It seems that some of this
kit's instructions may have
been lifted from those of its
32nd scale cousin, as the
drawings are far more detailed
than the parts, such as the
painting diagram for the radio
box. They can also prove
confusing at times, due to this

detail, and are strewn
with errors such
as the
engines,

although a bit of care and
attention will overcome this
easily.

Although the detail in the
cockpit is excellent, putting it
all together is a touch tricky
and getting things correctly
aligned is important as the
entire front of the fuselage
comes in four pieces that are
fitted around this assembly.
Small items such as the rudder
pedals are also a nightmare to
keep attached as they protrude
outside and are easily knocked
off when handling, prior to the
fitting of the glass nose. 

Filling Without Sanding

Once construction was under
way, I was slightly
underwhelmed with the fit of
some parts. Whilst not being
bad, or particularly “gappy”, the
seams along some of the major
parts left something to be
desired. Not wanting loads of
sanding to deal with, not to

mention the loss of the fine
surface details, I looked at the
alternatives and settled on
using white glue and Mr
Surfacer to deal with them. The
aim of this method was to
minimise work on the gaps, to
match the existing panel lines,
whilst negating the need to
replace any lost details due to
sanding. 

Once construction was
completed, I filled the
offending seams with white
glue, run down into the
recesses with a cocktail stick.
Before this dried, a cotton bud
dampened with water was
used to wipe away any excess,
leaving the gap sealed with the
white glue. When dried it would
form a base for applying a
generous slathering of Mr
Surfacer 500 and stop the fine
liquid from running down
deeper into the gaps. Mr
Surfacer can be removed when
dry using either Isopropanol
alcohol (IPA) or Mr Color
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Thinner. Again, using a cotton
bud dipped in IPA, I worked at
removing the excess and
leaving the gap filled to a level
which matched the
surrounding panel lines. This
simple method was very
effective on this kit and saved a
lot of grief, not having to resort
to sanding. It is not a process
that is right for every kit,
however it did work
exceptionally well here, leaving
a finish I was more than happy
with.

Fitting the tips of the wings
can leave a problematic step,
although this can be avoided
by attaching the tips to each
wing half before bringing them
together. This does mean that
you have a sliver of a wedge-
shaped gap to fill on the
leading edge of the
wing, however this is
far easier to resolve than
any step on the upper and
lower faces.

Canopy Capers

I usually do not mind
masking canopies, as it is a
relatively straightforward job
once you get the hang of it,
however there is a lot of
glasswork to deal with on the
Ju 88, much of it being small
panes. I visited the Eduard
website in the hope of getting
one of their excellent masking
sets, but discovered that it was
still in development at the time
and had not yet been released.
So it was back to the Tamiya
tape and a sharp scalpel blade
for the next few hours. I would
definitely recommend the
Eduard set if you do build this
kit. 

The main canopy is provided
in three parts, which are a
single main windscreen
section, and two halves, split
vertically along the centre line,
providing the rear. Attempting
to align these two halves into
the correct position was not
easy, leading to many
profanities being uttered whilst
one or the other of the halves
decided to drop inside before
glue could be introduced
properly. Sometimes a coffee
break is best at these times to
let the levels of
frustration fall, then
regroup and
have another go
once you

have relaxed.

When it comes to colours, the
early Ju 88s are certainly not
the most flamboyant, primarily
being the standard RLM 70/71
upper-side splinter camouflage
and RLM 65 undersides. Revell
have at least included a scheme
from the Mediterranean theatre
of operations, which features
White under-wing tips along
with Yellow engines and
tailplane parts, adding
something a bit more
interesting than the norm. It
was a simple choice to go with
this one over the bog standard
other scheme offered. 

The kit decals are
comprehensive and
well printed.  

COMPACT BUILD REVIEW
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The cockpit is
exceptional for
the scale, which
will feature
prominently
under the
greenhouse
canopy. 
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The dried excess of Mr Surfacer can be removed using a cotton bud dipped in
Isopropanol Alcohol. This will leave the seam filled, and should match the

surrounding panel lines.

Once the white glue has dried, a copious amount of 
Mr Surfacer 500 is brushed into the seams and allowed to harden.

White glue is run into the seams in order to seal them. 
Any excess is removed with a dampened cotton bud.

Tech Tip: Filling Without Sanding
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Application is always aided
by the addition of a setting
solution in order to avoid any
silvering and to help force them
to conform to the surface
details. Revell do not include
swastikas on their decal sheets,
so for historical accuracy I
added a set, sourced from the
spares box.

The only addition in terms of
the aftermarket was a set of

MasterCasters
resin weighted
wheels. The kit wheels,
although very good, are not
weighted and the resin wheels
provide a more convincing
effect.

So, how does it measure up?
All-in-all it is a wonderful kit,
with detail levels that are
exceptional. 

To replicate exhaust staining, an extremely thin mix of black and earth colours is finely
sprayed in multiple coats, following the airflow.

The gloss surface is also excellent for applying an enamel- or oil-based wash. Just
touching the brush to a panel line should set a capillary action in motion. Any excess

can be cleaned off afterwards with white spirits.

There is plenty of glasswork to mask up. Make sure to burnish in the corners with a
cocktail stick and use a new blade to cleanly cut into the edges of the frame. 
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Further Reading:

Kagero; Top Drawings 7006:
Ju 88A (All Models) 
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Interceptor Force - Fighter Command 1950 to 1968 by Colin Ovens

Plus postage and packaging.
Add UK 20%. Europe 35%. Rest

of the World 45%. 

We only accept UK cheques/postal orders, please make payable to Guideline Publications. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 
Address your orders to: Guideline Publications, Unit 3 Enigma Building, Bilton Road, Denbigh East, Bletchley, Bucks MK1 1HW

Tel: 01908 274433    Fax: 01908 270614    Email: guidelines@regallitho.co.uk

Format A4, 64 PagesIn the years between 1950 and 1968, RAF Fighter Command
evolved from a Second World War organisation, still flying
Spitfires, into a highly effective Command operating a Mach 2

fighter that was, in most respects, second to none in its role. This
book covers these and other developments in Fighter Command's
role as the Cold War aerial defender of the United Kingdom, until
its 1968 merger with Coastal and Bomber Commands, becoming
No11 Group within the new RAF Strike Command.

Aspects covered include:-
• More than 170 photographs and colour profiles.
• The Command's squadrons from 1950 to 1968, and
their bases. 

• Fighter Command's aircraft during 1950 to 1968. 
• In-flight refueling and Quick Reaction Alert.
• The missiles.
• Camouflage and squadron insignia.

Also Available Strategic Force - Bomber Command 1950 to 1968 by Colin Ovens

GINTER BOOKS:Navy/Air Force
Tel: (805) 584-9732    Fax: (805) 584-6604

1754 Warfield Circle, Simi Valley, CA 93063
www.ginterbooks.com

WE BUY AND SELL PLASTIC
KITS ANY SUBJECT - ANY

SCALE ANY MANUFACTURER
ALSO BOOKS, PROFILES

AND BACK ISSUES OF SAM

Springhill Trading Estate, Aston Street, 
Shifnal, Salop TF11 8DR

Tel: 01952 405020

THE  
ORIGINAL 
KIT DEALER (Est. 1983)

Buying & Selling Kits?
Call Collectakit on: 

01932 840766 pm only
E-mail: collectakit@hotmail.com

NFAF215 Boing B-50 $49.95
NF91       McDonnell F2H-3/4 $39.95
NF92       Grumman F6F Hellcat $49.95
NF93       Consolidated PBY4/P4Y-2 Privateer $49.95
NF94       Chance Vought F7U-1 Cutlass $29.95
NF95       Douglas R4D-8/C-117D Super Gooney $32.95

www.kingkit.co.uk

“Due to the continued success of our
new web site we are looking to buy all

types of second hand models,
accessories and related books.....

Please contact us for a quote”

PLEASE NOTE
WE CAN NO

LONGER
ACCEPT
ORDERS

PLACED BY
USING OLD
ADVERTS

April 18-20 AMPS Nationals, Atlanta, GA (MMI, SAM, WP)

April 27 IPMS Northern Virginia Model Classic - Fairfax, VA (SAM, MMI, WP)

April 28 Gettysburg Toy Soldier Show  - Gettysburg, PA (TSC)

May 10 &11 Miniature Figure Collectors of America Show, King of Prussia, PA (TSC)

May 18 Virginia War Museum Toy Soldier Show (TSC)

June 7-9 Mid Atlantic Air Museum WWII Weekend (Air Show & Re-enactment)  Reading, PA (WP)

July 4-7 Battle of Gettysburg 150th Re-enactment (TSC)

July 18-21 Historicon Wargaming Convention, Fredericksburg, VA (TSC)

August 14-17 IPMS Nationals – Loveland, CO (SAM, MMI, WP)

Come and see Larry Weindorf 
New Guidelines Subscription Agent for the 

USA and Canada
Larry will be attending the following shows and will give a

discount on Osprey and Casemate products at these shows if
you purchase or renew a subscription to SAM or MMI
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Peruvian Mirage 5Ps and 5DPs in the
early seventies. Archive Lewis Mejía

The first Mirage 5P

AVIATION IN PROFILE:THE DASSAULT MIRAGE 5P SERIES
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The Mirage 5P was the first supersonic fighter of the Peruvian Air Force
and the first export of the French family to serve with a Latin American

Air Force. They saw action in the 1981 and 1995 border clashes with
Ecuador, albeit with limited results.

By: Santiago Rivas & Lewis Mejía

The Mirage 5P/DP in Peru

By 1965, the Peruvian Air
Force (Fuerza Aérea del
Perú, FAP) was equipped

with material that showed its
age, especially against the
modern aircraft that were
being produced. They still had
North American F-86F Sabres,
Hawker Hunters and the BAC
Canberra bombers, acquired in
1956.

The FAP began to seek a
replacement for their frontline
aircraft and the Comisión Aérea
de Adquisiciones (Acquisitions
Air Commission) was created
and sent to France, Sweden and
Switzerland between February
and March, 1967, to evaluate

the Mirage IIIC, Saab 35 Draken
and Mirage IIIS respectively.

Just after their return, the Six
Days War broke out on the 5th
of June 1967 and the Israeli
pilots proved the superior
qualities of the Mirage IIIC. As
with many other air forces, the
FAP was impressed with the
Israeli performance and
selected the Mirage IIIC.
However, after a request from
Israel, Dassault was developing
an attack version, without the
radar and with greater range
than the Mirage IIIC. This was
the Mirage 5, which caught the
attention of the Peruvians.

Operación Martello

After negotiations, the FAP
ordered 14 Mirage 5 single-seat
and two twin-seat trainers, with
some minor modifications
requested by the Peruvians,
leading to the designation
Mirage 5P. The contract was
signed under the name
“Operación Martello”. Airframes
were serialled 182 through 195
in the case of the single-seaters
and 196 and 197 the twin-
seaters. The contract also
included training and weapons,
including the first air-to-surface
missiles for the FAP, the AS-30,
boasting a range of 12
kilometres.

By December 1967, seven
pilots were selected and sent to
France from May until July of
the following year, to receive
training. Their first stop was at
Dijon Air Base, where they
received 45 days of ground
instruction covering the
engineering of the aeroplane,
systems and procedures. Later
they went to Luxeuil Air Base,
where they received training on
flight simulator before moving
to Mont-de-Marsan for the first
training flights on the Mirage
IIIB, as the Armée de l'Air did
not yet have the Mirage 5 on
their inventory.

Meanwhile, on the 7th of May
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the first two planes were
delivered at Bordeaux, France
and two months later were
shipped by sea to Chiclayo (800
kilometres north of Lima), to
equip the Escuadrón de Caza
611“Los Gallos de Pelea”, which
would transition from the
Hawker Hunter.

Once the aircraft assembly
was finished, on the 16th of July
1968 Major Romero-Lovo made
the first flight of a Mirage 5P in
Peru. 

The remaining 14 airframes
were delivered in pairs every
two or three months, and by
December 1969 the last had
arrived in Peru.

By the beginning of the
seventies, a training program
was developed for new M-5P
pilots and soon their
operational capabilities
improved significantly, sharing
with the last remaining Hunters
the vigilance of the border with
Colombia and Ecuador.

More Mirage 5P

On the 7th of April 1971,
Mirage 5DP (serial 197) was lost
in an accident and the Air Force
decided it was necessary to
replace it. In addition, there was
an plan to create a new
squadron of Mirages, so in 1974
eight Mirage 5P2s and one
M5DP2 were purchased, with

an option for another 12
examples, which was later used.

By 1974, the first examples of
the second batch began to
arrive and they formed the
Escuadrón 612 at the same
base, with deliveries finishing
by 1976, reaching a total of 23
aeroplanes between both
squadrons. After some years of
extensive use, the units reached
an optimum operational level,
with deployments all across the
nation, like Base Aérea La Joya,
in the southern desert. 

In 1976 the third purchase
took place, using part of the
options of the former contract,
and one Mirage 5DP2 and
seven 5P3s were received, the
last configured as interceptors,
with the Cyrano IV radar and a
new Litton LN-33 inertial
navigation system (INS).

An old project was
resurrected to create a third
Mirage squadron in the
southern part of the country, so
the remaining options of the
second contract were used,
with four Mirage 5P4 single-
seaters for attack missions. Also,
a radar trainer Mirage 5DP4 and
three extra M5P3s to counter
attrition were ordered. The first
examples arrived in Peru in
January 1981 and soon they
had their baptism of fire. 

Escorting the Peruvian
presidential plane, a Douglas

DC-8, in the early eighties.
Archive Amaru Tincopa

A Peruvian Mirage 5P exhibited at Le Bourget
in 1967. Now the plane is in Argentina as C-633

Presentation of the First Mirages in Lima on
the 23rd of July 1968. Archive Lewis Mejía

A Mirage 5P armed with an AS-30
missile. Archive Amaru Tincopa

A Peruvian Mirage 5P sporting two-tone green camouflage,
with refuelling probe and Laser telemeter, installed by

Dassault from 1982 on all of the fleet. Archive Lewis Mejía
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The Mirage 5P in Action

On the 24th of January 1981,
two Mirage 5Ps were ordered
to fly escort for a
reconnaissance Learjet 25B,
after intelligence reported an
occupation of Peruvian border
posts by Ecuadorian forces in
the mountains of the Cordillera
del Cóndor. The intention was
to find the Ecuadorian troops
and verify their infiltration into
Peruvian territory, to show on
the following day in an
emergency meeting of the
America States Organization.

The images showed that
Ecuadorian Army troops had
crossed the border and entered
Peruvian territory, taking
positions around old and
abandoned vigilance posts on
the zone of Comaina river,
naming them with the names
of Ecuadorian cities. After
showing the information to the
organization, Peru sent an
ultimatum to Ecuador to leave
the zone.

On the 26th of January, the
General Commander of Ala
Aérea Nº1, responsible for
security on the Northwest
sector, and the commanders of
the the Grupos Aéreos 6, 7 and
11 received instructions from
Lima to support helicopter
insertions of infantry assault
groups.  Local air superiority
was essential to the success of
the land component,
supported by Mi-6, Mi-8 and
Bell 212 helicopters. In addition,
the Cessna A-37B Dragonfly of
Grupo Aéreo Nº7 would act
decisively over the enemy
positions and the Mirages
would be used to guide them
to the targets, as the Dragonfly
was not equipped with inertial
navigation at the time. 

Grupo Aéreo Nº6 deployed
Escuadrón 611 to guide the

attack planes and be prepared
for offensive missions, while
Escuadrón 612 would bring air
cover. It was decided to have
three flights of four planes
each, with one operating over
the operational theatre, one en
route and one returning to
Chiclayo. In addition, 18 planes
would be kept on 5-minute
alert, with the pilots in their
cockpits, configured for attack
missions.

One Learjet and one
Canberra of Grupo Aéreo Nº9
from Pisco, each escorted by a
pair of M-5Ps from Escuadrón
611, were sent after 14:00 on
the 25th of January to take
pictures of the Ecuadorian
positions

After a long flight and in the
dark, the Canberra made for
Peruvian territory using an
unexpected route, alerting the
defensive system of Grupo
Aéreo Nº11 at Talara, who
immediately prepared their
Pechora missile launchers,
while two Su-22Ms were
scrambled to shoot down the
intruder. Fortunately, close
identification by the Fitter
crews saved the lives of the
Canberra crew.

Meanwhile, the Learjet, which
had taken off at 16:00, had to
wait for better weather
conditions over the target. With
everything proceeding
seemingly routinely, one of the
M-5s reported a failure in their
navigation system. Dropping
out of formation, the pilot had
to navigate by time to Chiclayo
and descend on visual night
flight over the sea. With the low
fuel-level light gleaming red
and after jettisoning the
external tanks, the Mirage
landed and was stopped by the
barrier, suffering minor
damage.

Mirage 5DP4 199
was one of the

two-seaters
received in 1981,

seen here in
France prior to

delivery. Archive
Sergio de la

Puente 

A Modernized Mirage 5P with four 500 pound
Snakeye bombs. Archive Amaru Tincopa

Mirage 5P with different paint schemes, the second
with the original scheme and the others with the one
used from the late seventies. Archive Lewis Mejía

A rare photo of a Mirage 5P armed with an AA-2 Atoll
missile. This missile was received with the Su-22M but
later tested on the Mirage 5P. Archive César Cruz
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Close Call

28 January was the most
intense day, when Grupo 6
performed 40 missions with the
M-5, totalling 60 flight hours.
On the following day, 30
missions took place, totalling
47.7 flying hours. At 15:00, two
Mirages, flying over the
Cordillera del Cóndor, detected
three unidentified helicopters
trying to escape at high speed
to Ecuador. They descended to
a firing position and identified
the intruders as they reached
the border, however the Mirage
pilots received an order to not
engage beyond that line.

13:00 on the 31st of January
saw another risky situation
arise, when a Fuerza Aérea del

Ecuador (FAE) Sepecat Jaguar
flew fast over the conflict area.
The eyes of the FAP and their
Mirages were on the
presidential flight, returning to
Lima from the conflict zone.
Only two M-5s were on the
border and immediately
scrambled in pursuit of the
Jaguar, however they were not
in time to engage the intruder.
On the fourth day of
operations, the Peruvian
government announced that
they had evicted the enemy
and that the Peruvian flag was
once again raised over the
border posts. In total, between
the 22nd of January and 13th
of March, the Mirage 5
performed 97 missions, for a
total of 153 flight hours.

FAP 110 is a Mirage 5DP3 and here is seen with the weapons
used by the system, including an Atoll missile, Snakeye and
other bombs, rockets and practice bombs. Archive Lewis Mejía

Peruvian Mirage 5 readied for
take off. Archive Lewis Mejía

The second FAP 194 was a  Mirage 5P4 received in
1981. Now it's stored at SEMAN. Archive Lewis Mejía
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Mirage 5DP2 FAP 198 testing French SAMP EU2 500
pound laser-guided bombs. Archive Sergio de la Puente

Mirage 5P3 FAP 110 loaded with eight 250
pound Snakeye bombs. Archive Lewis Mejía

A Mirage 5P with all-black nose, undergoing
routine maintenance. Archive Amaru Tincopa

FAP 192 together with a Mirage 2000P. The aeroplane is
armed with Atoll missiles and bombs. Archive Lewis Mejía

AVIATION IN PROFILE:THE DASSAULT MIRAGE 5P SERIES

182 M5P 1968 Unknown

183 M5P 1968 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-630

184 M5P 1968 Crashed.

184 M5P4 1981 Crashed.

185 M5P 1968 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-633

186 M5P 1968 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-636

187 M5P 1968 Crashed.

187 M5P4 1981 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

188 M5P 1968 08/03/71 Crashed.

188 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-609

189 M5P 1968 Crashed. Crashed.

189 M5P4 1981 10/03/87 Crashed.

190 M5P 1968 Crashed. Crashed.

190 M5P3 1981

191 M5P 1968 Crashed. Crashed.

191 M5P3 1981 1997

192 M5P 1968 1997 Written off, preserved at Museo 

Aeronáutico at Las Palmas.

193 M5P 1968 Crashed. Crashed.

193 M5P3 1981 29/08/00 Crashed.

194 M5P 1968 Crashed. Crashed.

194 M5P4 1981 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

195 M5P 1968

196 M5DP 1968 18/05/88 Crashed.

197 M5DP 1968 09/04/71 Crashed.

197 M5DP2 1976

198 M5DP2 1974 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

199 M5DP4 1981 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

101 M5P2 1974 22/03/77 Crashed.

102 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as  C-603

103 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as  C-619

104 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-604

105 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-607

106 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-610

107 M5P2 1974 6-82 Delivered to Argentina as C-628

108 M5P3 1976 1997 In storage.

109 M5P3 1976 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

110 M5P3 1976 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

111 M5P3 1976

112 M5P3 1976

113 M5P3 1976 1997 In storage at SEMAN Perú.

114 M5P3 1976

SERIAL MODEL ENLISTED STATUS NOTES
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Live Long and Prosper

The Tupolev Tu-2 was
one of the best medium
bombers of WWII and

although the first prototype
took to the air in 1941, it was
only closer to the end of the
conflict that it started to appear
in serious numbers. After the
war, it continued to be
produced and had a long
career in many air forces, China
withdrawing the last of them
from service in 1982. 

Impressive Initiation

Xuntong Model is a new
manufacturer from China and
its Tu-2T is the first model to
come out of their workshop.
Although there are some issues
(they will be discussed
later), it is quite an
impressive
model,

comprising more than 250
parts, including two engines,
a comprehensive interior and

decals for 6 different aircraft.
The depicted aircraft saw
service during the postwar
years in  Naval Aviation,
operating over the Black Sea,
from one of their Crimean
bases.

The cockpit detailing is
impressive to put it mildly (the
only form of supplemental
detail added being some
scratch-built seat belts) and
while the vast number of small
parts demand concentration,
the assembly is straightforward.
When it comes to the assembly
of the fuselage and wings,
provided care is taken to assure
the proper alignment of the
components, there should be
no need to fill gaps, such is

the quality of the
engineering. 

Clever
Components 

Although not

indicated on the instruction
sheet, the clever way in which
the cowling panels are broken
down means it is a
straightforward and simple task
to model them open and
display the wonderful engine
that would otherwise remain
hidden.  Test fitting the engine
components and the cowling
parts is strongly recommended,
as a few minor fit issues
surfaced, although with some
trimming and sanding,
everything can easily be made
to fit perfectly.

When using water-based
colours, it is extremely
important to degrease the
model properly. This is easily
achieved by washing the model
with a detergent but when
some areas of the model are
already painted it can be tricky
to do so without damaging
previous work. An alternative
consists in the use of Benzine,
applied with a lint free
rag, gently

48TH FEATURE BUILD ARTICLE
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Tupolev Tu-2T 

Availability: Xuntong
stockists via Pocketbond 

Scale: 1:48

Stock Code:  B48003

Price: £39.99

Paints Used: 
Vallejo Model Colour:
15 Flat Yellow
31 Flat Red
56 Flat Blue
64 Pale Blue
80 Germ. Cam. Bright Green
90 Reflective Green
120 Buff
136 Red Leather
149 Chocolate Brown
164 Dark Bluegrey
166 Dark Grey
Vallejo Model Air:
43 Olive Drab
Games Workshop:
Boltgun Metal
Chaos Black
Skull White
Humbrol:
Gun Metal (Metal Cote)
Alclad II:
Pale Burnt Metal

Weathering Agents:
Oil Colours:
Payne’s Grey
Raw Umber
Titanium White
Tamiya Acrylics:
XF-1 Flat Black
XF-52 Flat Earth
Vallejo Model Air: 
57 Black
Vallejo Game Colour:
68 Smokey Ink
Vallejo Model Colour:
203 Tan Glaze
205 Black Glaze
Pigments/pastel:
Black
European Dust
Dry Mud

Marco Preto discovers that Xuntong Model’s new Tu-2T is a highly respectable
and enjoyable first release from the fledgling Chinese producer.
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wiping the model.
This product is
generally available for
cleaning purposes and should
always be used in well
ventilated areas. It will not
attack the plastic parts,
although water-based acrylic
paints can be damaged, if
wiped repeatedly. To avoid
getting grease on the model
afterwards, a stand was
improvised, also safely
supporting the model during
the painting process. 

Three Tones

The camouflage
pattern I selected
consists of a
three-colour
upper
surface,

with
a soft
demarcation
between the
them. To
replicate
this to
scale, the camouflage was
applied freehand. To get a
smooth but quick colour
transition it is important to
control the paint overspray, by
working close to the model,
using the airbrush at a shallow
angle, which will create an
asymmetric paint pattern, sharp

on one side and soft
on the other.

Using
this technique,
with the help of a
sheet of scrap paper to
temporarily protect some
areas from overspray, the entire
camouflage pattern was
completed within a few hours.
At this point a coat of gloss
varnish was
applied to the
entire model. 

Decal
Detour

Decal application
was not without its problems,
as they seemed impervious to

either to Micro Sol or Mr.
Mark Softer, so heat from
a hairdryer was
employed to force
them to conform
them to the panel

lines.
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The kit's cockpit detailing is quite respectable and the only amelioration consisted of
some seat belts and rudder pedal straps.

Careful painting using acrylics brought the seats to life. Painting them before assembly
in the cockpit makes this job much easier.

Using a round punch-&-die set, some leftover decals were “raided” in order to add faces
to the instrument panel dials.
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As the interior is highly visible through the canopy, harnesses were fashioned out of
copper wire and aluminium foil to enhance the appearance of the seats.

The interior was subtly weathered using oil colours. The black parts were glazed in a
light bluish-grey colour, mixed from Payne's grey and white.

The control surfaces' depressions were filled. After sanding away the excess putty,
surface primer was airbrushed on at high pressure and from far way, resulting in a

coarse surface that emulates the canvas texture.
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The engine’s detail is generous, although it can easily be enhanced with the addition of
some copper wire.

In order to disguise the thickness of the parts, the tools seen here were used to bevel
the part’s edges.

A similar procedure was carried out around the exhaust openings, using a file and sand
paper.

The defensive machine guns detail is impressive, particularly their barrels.

The exhausts were painted with Alclad II Pale Burnt Metal and heat-staining replicated
by airbrushing very diluted Smokey Ink and Flat Black.

Further detailing of the engine was carried out using painted copper wire, gluing it in
pre-drilled holes, replicating piping and wires.

To avoid damaging the paintwork
a stand was improvised with 3mm

MDF and some sponges. When
handling the model it is imperative

that gloves are always used.
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To add a sense of use, the underside panels were picked out by airbrushing an
extremely diluted mixture of Flat Black and Flat Earth (both Tamiya Acrylics).

A similar procedure was carried out over the upper surfaces, although the mixture was
slightly more intense. 

To simplify painting of the multiple components of the landing gear and propellers,
they were all fixed with alligator clips to wooden sticks, held in place in foam.

The torpedoes were painted with a mix of white and Boltgun Metal (both from Games
Workshop) and weathered in the same fashion as the aircraft.

Pigments were added to the landing gear, applied with a brush and white
spirit. When completely dry, pigment fixer was airbrushed over all the parts.
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Aiming
towards a
used (but not
battered) look,
all of the panel

lines were
shaded, airbrushing an
extremely diluted
mixture of Flat Black
and Flat Earth along
them, followed by an oil
wash to pick up the
model's superb detail. To
finish it off, using brush-

applied acrylic colours, the
control surfaces and the flaps

were contoured with black, the
engine areas received some oil
stains (made with black and tan
glazes) and scratches and dust
were applied around the areas
used by the crew.

Looking for More

This is quite an impressive
model, considering it is the first
to be released by this new

manufacturer, and together
with the bomber versions to
be released (the Tu-2VS and
the Tu-2S), fills a significant
gap in the collection of fans
of WWII and postwar Soviet
aviation. I for one will be
looking forward to what
Xuntong come up with next;
the prospects look promising

for this manufacturer. 

Further Reading:   

Tupolev Tu-2 (Tu-1, Tu-6, 
Tu-8, Tu-10), 

by Wiktor Kulikow 
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Model detail

Deep Sea Hunters
Built by Westland, the Lynx is a British multi-
role helicopter used worldwide in primarily 
military and maritime roles. Its proven 
reliability, high performance and versatility 
has made it a popular aircraft and it is still in 
service in 14 countries.

The Lynx HAS Mk.3 is the second multi-
purpose version to be developed as an 
anti-submarine warfare helicopter for the 
Royal Navy. It has two Rolls-Royce Gem 4-1 
engines, a Seaspray radar system and can 
carry Stingray torpedoes for submarine 
hunting and Sea Skua guided missiles for 
attacking surface vessels. 

The Sea Lynx Mk.88A is an export version 
built exclusively for the German Navy and 
has been in service with MFG 3 (Naval 
Aviation Squadron) in Nordholz since 1981. 

In addition to the armaments of the Mk.3, the 
Sea Lynx can mount a 12.7mm machine gun 
and carries variable depth sonar to further 
enhance its anti-submarine capabilities. 

Model Details: 
• Fine surface structuring & recessed panel joints 
• Detailed cockpit with instrument panel 
• Detailed interior with realistic seats 
• Finely detailed undercarriage & underbody 
• Detailed rotor head 
• Weapons Launch Frames & Pylons 
• 2 Stingray and 2 Sea Skua missiles 
• HAS Mk.3 Black Cats display team decal set 
• Mk.88A ‘25th Anniversary’ decal set 

For more details on this brand new 1:32 scale 
model kit as well as the complete range of 
Revell products check out our international 
website at www.revell.eu

1:32 Westland Lynx HAS Mk.3 / Sea Lynx Mk.88A 04837 / 04652

Model detail

Model detail
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04837 Westland Lynx HAS Mk.3

04652 Sea Lynx Mk.88A
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SAM welcomes Dai Williams into the fold as he builds the magnificent
Wingnut Wings 1:32nd scale D.H.2.

AMC D.H.2 

Availability:Wingnut Wings
stockists via
wingnutwings.com    

Stock Code: 32028

Scale: 1:32

Price: $69:00 USD

Author's Additional
Investment: Aeroclub
Rigging Thread 
EZ Line 0.003mm
Bob’s Buckles & Pre-cut
Brass Tube
Surgical Wire
Daco Transfer Setting
Solutions

Paint used:
HiCote Plastic Primer
Humbrol: 33 Gunmetal
Tamiya: XF-1 Flat Black, XF-2
White, XF-3 Yellow, XF-52
Flat Earth, XF-55 Deck Tan, 
XF-69 Desert Yellow, XF-72
JGSDF Brown, XF-75 IJN
Grey, XF-83 Medium Sea
Grey
Alclad: Exhaust Manifold,
Aluminium, Brass, Pale Burnt
Metal

Weathering Agents:
Winsor & Newton Oil Paints
Ground Pastel Chalks &
Graphite

The Kit

The box is filled with 164
parts in Wingnut’s usual
hard grey plastic and the

mouldings are exceptionally
fine. Some parts are flagged as
not for use hinting at further
releases of the kit in the future.
Five parts are provided on a
clear sprue and these are thin
and crystal clear. A small brass
fret holds the seat belts,
gunsight and some elements of
the rigging.

The instructions are a work of
art, lavishly illustrated, all the
while being clear, concise and
sensible. Having built a few
Wingnut kits in the past, it is my
opinion that these should be
followed to the letter. The
instructions also provide useful

wartime
photos and I

will be keeping them as
reference material for future
projects. A check on the
Wingnut website before
building the kit was also useful.
There are a number of practical
hints and tips; for example, they
suggest securing the ailerons
with brass wire, which is highly
recommended. 

Markings have been
provided for five aircraft. While
British aircraft of the First World
War were never as colourful as
those of other nations, care has
been taken to offer as wide a
range of schemes as possible. 

The modeller needs to
provide their own  rigging
material.

Untraditional

Building this kit did not

follow
what

many may think of as
the traditional sequence for
building an aircraft model. The
parts needed to be painted
individually and built up into
sub-assemblies, which were
then brought together to form
the finished airframe.
Alternative parts are provided
for the differing versions of
aircraft on offer and so the
colour scheme needed to be
chosen prior to the
construction sequence.

I had chosen my method of
rigging before I started the
build, intending to use
commercially produced wire
and brass tube turnbuckles
with various types of elastic
thread. Wingnut provide pilot
holes for the rigging, although
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The initial step in
replicating a wood
grain effect is the
application of a
base of Ochre.

The Ochre is then followed with
Burnt Sienna brushed on to represent
the grain of the lamination. 
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in order to accept the metal
turnbuckles, these were all
widened with a 0.3mm drill;
being careful not to drill
through the plastic.

All parts were primed with
HiCote plastic primer and were
then polished and pre-shaded
before painting. I tried to get as
much colour as possible into
the interior as the seat, for
example, is a particularly
impressive moulding. The
leather cushion was painted by
first being sprayed in Medium
Brown acrylic. The creases were
picked out in Dark Brown and

the edges airbrushed with
White to simulate wear. A small
amount of Burnt Sienna oil
paint was scrubbed over the
surface to simulate the leather.
The wicker itself was sprayed
with Light Brown acrylic, given
a wash of oil and finally
drybrushed with enamel to
bring out the highlights. This
may seem like a lot of effort for
a relatively small part, and the
use of slow drying oils meant
that assembly was time
consuming, but with a kit of
this quality, it is worth it.   

PC 8

In period photos, the rib
structure was often visible on
the underside of the wings. I
replicated this by spraying the
wings in Dark Yellow, masking
the rib and spar positions, pre-
shading these with Brown and
then over-spraying with Deck
Tan. 

The airframe chosen for this
project had its upper surfaces
covered in PC8 rather than the
usual PC10. The upper surfaces
were pre-shaded with brown 

and
oversprayed with a mix
representing PC8, before lightly
sanding this off the rib
locations to reveal the nails
securing the rib tapes.

I did not use the transfers
provided for the rudder in case
I encountered problems
getting them to conform to the
curved surfaces at the rear. The
coloured bands can be sprayed
quite easily which also allowed
me to pre-shade the large areas
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The engine was 
painted with Alclad Aluminium, washed
with black oil paint and then dry-brushed
with Humbrol Aluminium. The brass parts
were painted with Humbrol Brass.

A combination of superb kit detail 
and attentive painting make for a 
rather impressive predominant
feature of this kit.
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The rudder
stripes were sprayed,

rather than using the
transfers supplied, so that
they could be shaded.

The left fuselage sidewall.  Several colours have been
layered to give the 

appearance of faded 
fabric.

Some rather inelegant 
masking with tape and 

sponge protects the open areas of 
the cockpit 

Painting begins with an
application of a Black

pre-shade… 

…this is followed with Tamiya IJN
Grey, allowing the pre-shading to

show through followed by 
lighter grey in the centres 

of the panels.

Shading the
Fuselage

48TH FEATURE BUILD ARTICLE
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The left fuselage frame detail is almost completely replicated after the
addition of the bracing wires, added 

using rolled steel wire.

Control cables were added to
the fuselage floor using EZ Line.

The fabric areas of the
nacelle then receive a base
coat of an Ochre shade.

Which is then followed with a
pre-shade of medium brown.

At this point, a light overspray of
Tamiya Buff XF-55 is applied.
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Once this has sufficiently 
cured, the rib and spar locations
can be covered with thin strips of
masking tape.

The process 
begins with an undercoat 
of Tamiya Dark Yellow (XF-60).

of colour. The transfers
went on easily
enough over a
gloss coat of
Johnson’s
Klear,
though I
found that
some trimming was necessary
on the wing roundels as I had
pinned and  fixed the ailerons
in place before I applied them. I
used Daco Medium strength
setting solution to settle them
into the detail in some areas.
On reflection I would not
recommend this. It caused the
transfers to become matt and
rough where the solution had
been applied, though sealing
them with another coat of Klear
disguised this somewhat.

The
rigging

has to be
started before

all the main structural
elements can be assembled.
This may seem counter-
intuitive, however adding the
twin booms would have made
some of the rigging points
inaccessible. The turnbuckles
were inserted into the
predrilled rigging holes once
the struts were in place and the
top wing secured. Aeroclub
thread was then run across the
tip of an Umber Promarker pen
to colour it before use. The

threads were pushed
through the eyelets secured
with superglue and then a
piece of 0.5mm diameter brass
tube was slid along the thread
up to the eyelet to represent a
turnbuckle. The tube was fixed
with thin superglue and the
excess thread was then
removed with a new scalpel
blade. 

Conclusion

I admit that I was initially a
little daunted at the prospect of
building this kit. The D.H.2 is
undeniably a complex subject
and getting everything aligned
properly worried me. However,
the engineering of this kit is so
good that construction was

perfectly straightforward. 

The rigging on this type of
model may put some modellers
off. Including those in the
interior, the D.H.2 has around
90 separate wires and this is
undeniably very time
consuming. Nonetheless,
despite appearances the
finished model is quite sturdy
on its own, therefore the
rigging does not actually have
to be functional. Before starting
on the kit, I experimented with
a few different rigging
materials so that I was happy
that they would work. Once you
are confident that your chosen
method will work on this
particular subject you should
experience no problems with
this kit.

Translucent
Rib Effect
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A thin coat of Tamiya 
Buff then blends the colours 
together with another coat added 
after the masking tape is removed in order 
to reduce the contrasts.  

The top wing has been 
attached and rigging has 
started. It may seem counter-
intuitive to begin rigging the model before all the main structural
elements have been added, however this was the only way I could
easily access the rigging points.

48TH FEATURE BUILD ARTICLE

Further Reading:   

Windsock Datafile 48; Airco
D.H.2 By B.J. Gray

Availability:
www.windsockdatafilespeci

als.co.uk
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What happened in oil-rich Libya during 
most of 2011 was perhaps the culmination 
of what has been termed the ‘Arab Spring’, 
where the dictatorial rule in three North 
African countries was toppled, with 
varying degrees of violence. In Egypt 
and Tunisia it was quick and effective. In 
Libya it was long and tortuous, and the 
Western powers, joined by a number of 
Arab countries, had to intervene in order  to 
put a halt to the massacre of civilians 
who were fighting for freedom against 
the oligarchical regime of Col Muammar 
Gaddafi. Sanctioned by the United 
Nations Security Council which, however, 
prohibited any ‘boots on the ground’ war, 
what followed was an air campaign that 
sought to neutralise Libyan air defences 
and establish a No-Fly-Zone over most 
of the country to prevent a determined 
Gaddafi from using his air force to bomb his 
own people.  Led first by the United States 
in Operation Odyssey Dawn, but soon later 
taken over by NATO in Operation Unified 

Protector, the eight-month air war saw the 
largest fleet of warplanes ever assembled 
by the North Atlantic alliance. Forward 
operating bases in Corsica, Sardinia, Crete, 
Greece but mostly in Sicily and southern 
Italy were put at the disposal of the 
participating air forces. These were drawn 
from within NATO and were composed 
of the RAF, British Army Air Corps, USAF, 
US Navy, US Marines, French AF, French 
Navy, French Army, Italian AF, Canadian 
AF, Netherlands AF, Belgian AF, Danish 
AF, Norwegian AF, Spanish AF and Turkish 
AF.  To these were added the Swedish Air 
Force and the Arab air forces of the UAE, 
Qatar and Jordan. An array of the latest 
technology in both systems and weaponry 
was used over Libya, and the old adage 
that the best proving ground for a new 
weapon is a firing war has certainly been 
demonstrated over Libyan skies. 

For the first time in published form, 
this latest title in the Camouflage and 

Markings series gives a comprehensive 
account of the air war, day by day, and 
extensive information on the aircraft 
used, in many cases giving individual 
serial numbers and their operating 
squadrons. Most current first line combat 
aircraft were employed over Libya, 
including Typhoon, Tornado, Rafale, 
Mirage 2000, Gripen, F-15 Strike Eagle, 
F-16 , F/A-18 Hornet , EA-18 Growler, 
A-10, B-1A Lancer, B-2A Spirit, and many 
others and which are all comprehensively 
illustrated. More than this, the many 
photos and artwork in full colour explain 
what missiles, smart bombs and the 
various pods and other electronic 
equipment were carried by the combat 
aircraft taking part. This has been made 
possible by the work of the authorative 
and now well-establshed author Charles 
Stafrace, whose titles in the Warpaint 
Books series include the EE Canberra, 
F4U Corsair, F6F Hellcat, PBY Catalina and 
several others. The book is embellished 

by the accurate and highly detailed 
artwork of Mark Rolfe, the well-known 
and experienced artist who is another 
respected member of the Guideline 
Publications team. 

The 90 pages of The Air Campaign for the 
Freedom of Libya, printed to exacting 
standards on high quality paper and 
bound with a laminated cover, contains 
no less than 180 first-rate colour photos, 
many of which have never been published 
before, as well as 13 pages of full colour 
profiles and five-view drawings,  which 
between them cover most of the aircraft 
types and air forces taking part in this 
latest air war. This is a must for modellers, 
giving them fresh ideas on colour schemes 
and markings, as well as to the aviation 
enthusiast who can have, between the 
covers of this publication, the complete 
story of Operations Odyssey Dawn and 
Unified Protector.

www.guidelinepublications.co.ukSecure online 
ordering

All major credit 
cards accepted

Orders can be placed by mail, telephone, fax or through the website.  
Postage on UK orders is free. Overseas readers pay postage at air mail 
printed paper rate.
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The Firefly Returns…
Availability: AZ Model stockists via Hannants 

Marketplace
EXAMINING THE LATEST KITS RECEIVED BY SCALE AIRCRAFT MODELLING

For detailed contact information for all producers
and distributors listed in the Marketplace refer to
Page 82

Want to see more? For more images of 
the kits featured in the Marketplace 
please visit: www.scaleaircraftmodelling.com

AZ4863 1:48 Fairey Firefly Mk
1/F.1/FR.1 £19.99

Marking Options: 4
Fairey Firefly Mk I, 1770 Sqn,
HMS Indefatigable, Pacific,
1945
Fairey Firefly Mk I, Royal Thai
Navy, 1952
Fairey Firefly F.1, 607,
Ethiopian Air Force
Fairey Firefly FR.1, 610,
Ethiopian Air Force, 1955

Notes: The original incarnation of the Firefly Mk I was under the Grand Phoenix brand many moons ago. This version is
released with the inclusion of resin detail sets from Aires, so they are of the highest quality and feature impressive detail to say
the least. It must be a very easy kit to build, as Mike R Williams was jumping up and down begging for it. 

AZ72181:72 P-26
‘Peashooter’ £12.99

Marking Options: 3
P-26A “Peashooter”, Wheeler
Field, Hawaii, December
1941
P-26zA “Peashooter”, 19th
PS, Wheeler Field, Hawaii,
1940

AZ7219 1:72 P-26
“Peashooter”, £12.99

Marking Options: 3
P-26A, serial 33-95, 17th
Pursuit Squadron, Selfridge
Field, Michigan, 1934
P-26A “Peashooter”, 18th PG,
19th PS, Wheeler Field, March
1939
P-26A “Peashooter”, probably
of 34th PS, Late 1930’s

AZ7220 :1:72 P-26
“Peashooter”, £12.99

Marking Options: 3
Boeing Model 281, “10”,
Chinese Air Force”
P-26A “Peashooter”, “0672”,
Guatemalan Air Force, early
1950’s
P-26A “Peashooter”, “302”,
Philippine Air Force, Zablang,
1941

AZ7410 1:72 Curtiss P-40E
“Warhawk”, £12.99

Marking Options: 4
P-40E, “Yellow 41”, USA, 1942
P-40E, 20th Pursuit Group,
79th FG, USA, 1941
P-40E, 20th Pursuit Group,
79th FG, exercises, USA, 1941
P-40E, 33rd Fighter Group,
Martin Field, Maryland,
Spring 1942

AZ7411 1:72 Gotha P.60 C1
‘Luftwaffe ’46 heavy jet
fighter’, £14.50

Marking Options: 3
Gotha P.60C, Red 1, I./JG2,
Königsberg 1946, Germany,
Luftwaffe
Gotha P.60C, White 8,
I./JG301, Stendal 1946,
Germany, Luftwaffe
Gotha P.60C, II./JG54,
Regensburg 1946, Germany,
Luftwaffe

AZ7413 1:72 Supermarine
Spitfire Mk IXe, ‘Czechoslovak
post war service’ £12.99

Marking Options: 4
Spitfire Mk IXe, ‘HL’, Sqd Ldr J.
Hlado, Ceske Budejovice,
September 1945
Spitfire Mk IXe, ‘M4’, Military
school for aircraft mechanics,
Licerec, 1947
Spitfire Mk IXe, ‘LS-1’, 1 Sqn,
7th Regiment, Spring 1946
Spitfire Mk IXe, ‘A-730’,
Military Aviation Academy,
Hradec Kralove, 1947

AZ7412 1:72 Gotha P.60 C1
‘Luftwaffe ’46 Night Fighter’, 

£14.50

Marking Options: 3
Gotha P.60C, Red 16, I./NJG1,
Bonn-Hangelar, Germany
1946, Luftwaffe
Gotha P.60C, Red 1, II./NJG1,
Bonn-Hangelar, Germany
1946, Luftwaffe
Gotha P.60C, Blue 3, JG300,
Wilde Sau, Löbnitz, Germany
1946, Luftwaffe
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Hasegawa Round-up
Availability: Hasegawa stockists via Amerang 

HA07329 1:48
Messerschmitt Bf 109G-2
“Finnish Air Force” £37.49

Marking Options: 3
1) Finnish A.F. 1/LeLv 34 W.O.
I. Juutilainen Yellow-2: MT-
222 July 1943
2) Finnish A.F. 2/HLeLv 24 Lt.
E. Riihikallio White-3 : MT-213
May 1944
3) Finnish A.F. 1/HLeLv 24 Lt.
L. Nissinen Yellow-5 : MT-225
April 1944

Visit www.amerang.co.uk for more information and to find a stockist near you. 

HA07330 1:48 P-38J/L
Lightning “Putt Putt Maru”

£44.99

Marking Options: 2
1) P-38J : U.S.A.A.F. 475th F.G.
Code: 100 "Putt Putt Maru"
June 1944
2) P-38L : U.S.A.A.F. 475th F.G.
Code: 100 "Putt Putt Maru"
March 1945

HA07331 1:48 Nakajima 
Ki-44-I Type 2 Fighter Shoki
(Tojo) w/contra-rotating
propellers, £39.99

Marking Options: 1
1) I.J.A.A.F. Contra-rotating
propellers experimental
plane

Notes: Count on Hasegawa to provide a wide selection of
interesting re-releases every month and this month we see
the second edition of the 1:72nd EF-2000 in the markings of
the Spanish Air Force. Hasegawa are the masters at new
markings re-releases and the friends of voracious modellers
with a penchant for variations on a recurring theme. 
Easy-to-build kits with superior levels of detail. Jay Laverty

HA08232 1:32 P-40N
Warhawk “502nd Fighter
Squadron” £52.49

Marking Options: 2
1) U.S.A.A.F. 337th F.G. 502nd
F.SQ. Code: 17 1944
2) U.S.A.A.F. 49th F.G. 8th
F.SQ. Capt. Robert H. White,
42, Kansas City Kiddie III, Nov.
1943

HA02031 1:72 Eurofighter
Typhoon ‘Italian/Spanish Air
Force’ £39.99

Marking Options: 2
1) Italian A.F. 36th Stormo
10th Gruppo Code: 36-10
2) Spanish A.F.

HA02033 1:72 Thunderbolt
Mk II “RAF Combo” (two kits
in the box),  £33.49

Marking Options: 3
1) RAF No.73 OTU:
Operational Training Unit
Code: KJ348 Spring 1945
2) RAF No.42 SQ. Sq. Leader
W.M. Soutter Code: AW-F
1945
3) RAF No.134 SQ Flying
Officer N.G. Salter Code: GQ-
B 1945

HA02039 1:72 Kawasaki 
Ki-45 KAI HEI Toryu (Nick)
w/Projection Cannon “4th
Flight Regiment”,  £29.99

Marking Options: 2
1) I.J.A.A.F. 4th F.R. 2nd
Company 2nd Lt. Sadamitsu
Kimura Code: 25 Ozuki A.F.
Yamaguchi 1945
2) I.J.A.A.F. 4th F.R. 2nd
Company Ozuki A.F.
Yamaguchi 1944

HA02040 1:72 F-14A Tomcat “VF-211 Iraqi Freedom”,  £43.99

Marking Options: 2
1) U.S. Navy VF-211 "Checkmates" CO Code: AB101 USS
Enterprise 2004
2) U.S. Navy VF-211 "Checkmates" CAG Code: AB100 2004

HA02041 1:72 SR-71A
Blackbird w/D-21B Drone, 

£39.99

Marking Options: 1
1) U.S.A.F. Experimental
plane Code: 17950 with 
D-21B Code: 507
Experimental A.B. Area 51
2) U.S.A.F. Experimental
plane Code: 06940
Experimental A.B. Area 51

HA02042 1:72 J-15 “Chinese Navy”, £42.49

Marking Options: 1
1) Chinese people's liberation army navy Code: 552, 553
Chinese Aircraft Carrier Liaoning Nov. 2012

HA42 1:200 Boeing 737-700
Air Do,  £29.99

Marking Options: 2
1) Air Do (New design
marking), Code: JA01AN,
Oct.28 2012
2) Air Do, Code: JA11AN, Feb
2013

HALE2 1:144 Embraer 170 J-
Air,  £29.99

Marking Options: 1
1) J-AIR (New logo marking)
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Meng
Availability: Meng stockists via Hannants 

A02058 1:48th Messerschmitt Me 410B-2/U4 Heavy Fighter
£46.99

Marking Options: 2
Me 410B-2/U4, 6./ZG, VP/108, Germany, 1944
Me 410B-2/U4, W.Nr. 130379, NII VVS, Soviet Union, 1945-6

MMDS-004 1:72nd G.91R Light Fighter Bomber £22.99

Notes:Meng continue to impress with each new release,
this time with their Messerschmitt Me 410 in 1:48th scale and

Fiat G.91 in 72nd. The 410 features well detailed front and rear
cockpits, supplemented by photo-etched seat belts, with
canopies that can be posed open or closed. High levels of
detail also exist in the nose gun bay and the remote turrets. All
of the flight control surfaces are separate, leaving options
open to the builder. Also removable are the engine cowls,
which expose the excellent representations of DB603 engines.
Both are well moulded and early reports indicate easily built,
making them easy to recommend.  Karl Robinson

Kinetic
Availability: Kinetic stockists via Hannants  

K48042 1:48th Mirage 2000C Multi-Role
Combat Fighter £25.99

Marking Options: 8
Mirage 2000-5F, EC 01/002, Souda AB,
Crete, French AF, Operation Harmattan,
2011
Mirage 2000C, EC 03/002, Dijon AB,
France, 1985
Mirage 2000C, EC 02/005, Orange-
Caritat AB, France, 2006
Mirage 2000,  EC02/005, Orange-Caritat
AB, France, 2008
Mirage 2000-5, 331 FIS/114 CW, Tanagra
AB, Greece
Mirage 2000EGM3, 332 FIS/114 CW,
Tanagra AB, Greece
Mirage 2000-5EDA, Souda AB, Crete,
Qatar AF, Operation United Protector,
2011
Mirage 2000-9, Decimomannu AB, Italy,
UAE AF, Operation United Protector,
2011

K3206 1:32nd Hawk 100 Series (100/12
7/128/155) Advanced Jet Trainer£32.99

Marking Options: 5
CT-155/Hawk Mk 115, 15 Wing, RCAF,
Moose Jaw, Canada, 2003
Hawk Mk 128, BAE Systems, Lancashire,
UK, 2008
Hawk Mk 120D, BAE Systems, Warton,
UK, 2008
Hawk Mk 127, 76 Sqn, RAAF,
Williamstown, Australia, 2003
Hawk Mk 127, 76 Sqn, RAAF,
Williamstown, Australia, 2011

K48034 1:48th A-6A/E Intruder Twin
Engine Attack Aircraft £34.99

Marking Options: 5
A-6E, BuNo. 155704, VA-115 Hi-Viz
A-6A, BuNo. 151781, VA-85 Hi-viz
A-6E, BuNo. 155637, VA-52 Hi-viz
A-6E TRAM, BuNo. 159899, VA-52 Lo-viz
A-6E TRAM, BuNo. 162196, VA-75 Lo-Viz

Notes: The first thing you notice
about this kit is that the box is heavy
and is crammed with sprues, so much so
that it is almost impossible to pack it all

back in once removed. Differing from
Kinetic’s previous A-6E kit, this version
features the original wing rather than
the updated composite wing of later
models, and is moulded in a single piece
rather than separate parts broken along
the wing fold. The canopy has been
moulded with each section in two
halves, correctly capturing the slight
bubble on each side of the main section.
Plenty of munitions are included so that
you can load up the Intruder with a
mean looking heavy bomb load, or stock
up the spares box if desired. As is more
and more common these days, the
decals are printed by Cartograf. More
interesting is the fact that Kinetic have
used the American aftermarket
company Fightertown Decals to create
the designs. The large decal sheet covers
5 different aircraft dating from the
1970’s through to Desert Storm in the
early 1990’s. Karl Robinson
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Airfix
Availability: Airfix stockists worldwide via www.airfix.com

A04103 1:48th Hawker Fury I £14.99

Marking Options: 2
K5674/G-CBZP, restored in the colours of 43 Squadron for the
Historic Aircraft Company, IWM Duxford, 2012
No. 1 Squadron, South African Air Force, 1941

Notes: A legendary and highly sought after kit makes a very
welcome return. Not exactly “modern” in its moulding
(originally released in the early 80’s), the detail levels are rather
impressive nonetheless. Mr. Pinchbeck had our sample and has
made a rather impressive job of it, which you can look forward
to in an upcoming issue of SAM.  Jay Laverty

Well Rounded
Availability: Revell stockists via www.revell.eu

00602 1:100th Tornado IDS
easykit snap together

£9.50

00603 1:100th Eurofighter
Typhoon easykit snap
together £8.99

Notes: This month Revell
present a well-rounded
batch of offerings,
appealing to all levels of
modeller. The 747-8 is a
reboxing of the superb
Zvezda kit; the Rafale, with
the addition of a bomb
rack, can be modelled as it
participated in the Libyan
conflict, and we see the
second release of the
magnificent 1:32nd He 111.  

Karl Robinson

Promising Future
Availability: Xuntong stockists via Pocketbond  

B48001 1:48, Tu-2VS Soviet Tactical
Bomber £39.99

B48002 1:48, Tu-2S Soviet Medium
Bomber £39.99

B48003 1:48, Tu-2T Soviet Torpedo
Bombe £39.99

Notes: Timing is everything, as they
say, and we were fortunate enough to
get Marco Preto’s build of the Tu-2T into
this issue, just as the kits are hitting the
shelves in the UK. I will not bore you
with a long winded report on the kits

here, as Marco has sufficiently covered it
already, but suffice to say that if Xuntong
retains the quality of these models in
future releases, things look very
promising indeed.   

Jay Laverty

Die-cast 
Daggers
Availability: Dragon stockists via Amerang 

51028 1:144th Dragon Wings 1+1 X-Plane Series
Douglas X-3 Stiletto £35.00
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Big Ed 
BIG3324 1:32 He 219 (Revell) £54.60
BIG4980 1:48 A-6E TRAM (Kinetic) £63.99
BIG4981 1:48 T-28B (Roden) £29.50
Photo-Etched
48759 1:48 Lynx AH.7 exterior (Airfix) £14.99
48760 1:48 Bf 109 tools and boxes, £7.20
48768 1:48 MiG-21F-13 accessories (Trumpeter) £14.99
49060 1:48 Fabric USAAF seatbelts, £7.20
72552 1:72 Sunderland Mk I surface panels (Italeri) £19.50
72557 1:72 Sea King AEW.2 exterior (Cyber Hobby) £16.70
72558 1:72 Sea King HC.4 exterior (Cyber Hobby) £16.70
72559 1:72 Bf 110G-4 (Eduard) £5.99
72560 1:72 Wessex HU.5 exterior (Italeri) £16.70
72561 1:72 Bf 110G FuG 220/212 (Eduard) £13.99
Colour Photo-Etched (Self Adhesive)
49628 1:48 Lynx AH.7 interior (Airfix) £10.99
49629 1:48 Lynx AH.7 seatbelts (Airfix) £10.99
49630 1:48 Bf 109F-4 (Zvezda) £9.50
49633 1:48 T-28D (Roden) £18.40
73458 1:72 Wessex HU.5 interior (Italeri) £16.70
73465 1:72 Sea King HC.4 (Cyber Hobby) £18.40
73469 1:72 Bf 110C/D Weekend (Eduard) £8.40
Colour Photo-Etched (Self Adhesive – ‘Zoom’)
FE621 1:48 MiG-21F-13 (Trumpeter) £10.99
FE628 1:48 Lynx AH.7 interior (Airfix) £10.99
FE630 1:48 Bf 109F-4 (Zvezda) £10.99
FE633 1:48 T-28D (Roden) £10.99

SS458 1:72 Wessex HU.5 (Italeri) £8.40
SS465 1:72 Sea King HC.4 (Cyber Hobby) £8.40
Masks
JX148 1:32 BAe Hawk 100/128 (Kinetic) £7.20
EX380 1:48 Tu-2T (Xuntong) £8.40
EX383 1:48 T-45 (Kinetic) £5.60
EX387 1:48 MiG-21F-13 (Trumpeter) £5.60
CX348 1:72 B-18 (Special Hobby) £8.40
CX349 1:72 Digby Mk I (Special Hobby) £8.40
CX353 1:72 T-28 (Sword) £3.30
CX354 1:72 D4Y (AZ Model) £4.40
Decals
D72003 1:72 MiG-21BIS stencils £5.60

Eastern Promise: 
Availability: Eduard stockists via Hannants, LSA & Creative Models 

Kits 
7086 1:72 Bf 110G-4 (Profipack), £24.99

Kits 1176 1:48 Fighting Eagle (Limited
Edition), £55.70

Kits 8468 1:48 I-16 Type 24 (Weekend
Edition), £10.99

Kits  4429
1:144 Spitfire Mk IXc Dual Combo, £10.99

Brassin  648094 1:48 R-27ER / AA-10
Alamo-C, £8.40

Brassin  648095
1:48 GBU-24 bomb, £7.20

Brassin  648096
1:48 MG FF gun, £7.20

Brassin  672014 
1:72 Ju 88 wheels late (Revell), £4.40

Brassin  672015
1:72 Bf 110G-4 Cockpit (Eduard), £22.25

Notes: Eduard have established themselves as one of the major
players, slowly expanding their injection moulded catalogue over
the past several years. They are not afraid to add to the coffers by
repackaging other manufacturers' kits with some of their own
resin and etched sets and this month sees the release of the
Academy 1:48th F-15 in a Limited Edition boxing.   

Jay Laverty
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Scale Aircraft Conversions
Availability: scaleaircraftconversions.com, LSA Models in the UK

32070 1:32 SA 330 Puma Landing gear (Revell/Matchbox), £15.75

32071 1:32 Bae Hawk 100 series Landing gear (Kinetic) £13.50

48214 1:48 Me 410 Hornet Landing gear (Meng) £12.70

48215 1:48 McDD F-4B Phantom Landing gear (Academy) £12.70

48216 1:48 H-34 Seabat/Choctaw Landing gear (Gallery Models) £12.70

48217 1:48 A-10 Thunderbolt Landing gear (Monogram) £12.70 

Humbrol
Availability:Humbrol stockists via www.airfix.com

150ml Acrylic Spray £4.99 each

125ml Acrylic Thinners £4.99

Evoco Brush Pack; sizes 0, 2, 4, 6, Natural Hair £3.99

Detail Brush Pack; sizes 00, 0, 1, 2, Sable £12.99

Coloro Brush Pack; sizes 00, 1, 4, 8, Synthetic Hair £3.99

Flat Brush Pack; sizes 00, 0, 1, 2, Synthetic Hair £6.99

Stipple Brush Pack; sizes 3, 5, 7, 10, Natural Hair £3.99

TD32018 1:32 P-61 Wheel Set (HobbyBoss), 
$12.99

TD32508 1:32 Type AN-6510 US WWII Era
Aircrew Parachute (Upturned), $9.99

TD32509 1:32 Type AN-6510 US WWII Era
Aircrew Parachute (Down-facing), $9.99

Notes: A pair of highly detailed resin US Type
AN-6510 parachute packs representing an
aircrew ‘chute in pre- or post-mission repose
with integral pack (either upturned or down-
facing), cushion, harness and intricate hardware.
Suitable for any late 1930’s through WWII US
aircraft model. Designed for the HobbyBoss kit,
this resin set includes finely detailed nose and
main wheels which are weighted for the correct
sit of the P-61 and are moulded with separate
inner and outer wheel discs. They also feature
engraved diamond treads and raised sidewall
lettering. 

Karl Robinson

True Details
Availability: True Details stockists via Hannants 

Notes: The 32nd Puma undercarriage is a surprising and welcome release, as Scale Aircraft Conversions generally manage to
keep up with the torrid release schedule of most of the kit producers, and it is nice to see some older kits get some coverage.  

Brian Wakeman

Notes: A new range of
weathering powders from a new
company called Pinnacle Modelling
Supplies. Pinnacle have sourced the
finest grades of pigment to
produce their ‘Pro-effect’ powders
and each is supplied in a 50ml tub
for £3.95. A wide range of 33
colours are currently available, with
more being planned for the future.

Karl Robinson

Pinnacle Modelling Supplies
Availability:www.model-supplies.co.uk

Notes:Over the past few years we have watched a notable shift in attitude from Airfix, owing to the seriousness with which the
new parent company now takes the plastic model kit side of the business, and over the past couple of years this approach has
manifested itself at Humbrol.  Gone are the days of mediocre-quality brushes, we are now presented with a range of high quality
options, catering to a variety of modelling needs. The Detail Brush pack's purpose should be relatively self-evident and the Stipple
Brush pack was a very pleasant surprise for me, having spent ages trying to find a set in the poorly stocked local stationary shops.
The Stipple brushes will come in very handy when weathering, particularly when working on the Hairspray weathering technique. I
like to apply my weathering pigments using flat brushes, although this is only one of many tasks they are ideally suited to.  Having
recently moved paint production back to the UK and with the advent of such as these, Humbrol are providing the British market
with a readily available source of quality products and proving they are to be taken as seriously as anyone else in any other markets
as well.  Jay Laverty
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Super Scale International 
Availability: Super Scale stockists via Hannants 

MS320247 1:32 P-40E Warhawks, 
Scott 23rd, Woods & 
Kruzel 9th FS/49th FG $16.00

Markings Options: 3
P-40E, 41-5696?/41-1456? Sharkmouth
'Old Exterminator', Col Robert Scott, as
the 'one-man air force' in India and later
as CO of the 23rd FG in China 1942.
P-40E; 9th FS, 49th FG 'Dragon Flight',
Capt Joseph Kruzel, Australia, 1942
P-40E; 9th FS, 49th FG 'Arizona', Capt
Sidney Woods, Australia, 1943

MS320261 1:32 Curtiss P-40K, 16th &
25th Fighter Squadrons, 51st Fighter
Group $16.00

Markings Options: 2
P-40K-5; 'Duke' of the 16th FS, 51st FG,
pilot Maj Robert Liles, October 1943
P-40K-5; 'Miss Wanna II' of the 25th FS,
51st FG, pilot 1st Lt Charles White,
summer 1943 

MS481263 1:48 T-28B Trojans, Red Bull
Navy & Army Show Aircraft $12.00

Markings Options: 2
BuNo 138179 'Red Bull', Austrian
registration OE-ESA in overall gloss sea
blue
BuNo 138289 in US Army white over OD
scheme (markings for both US and later
Canadian registration)

MS481264 1:48 U.S. Type One Insignia
1919-1942 $12.00

Notes: Super Scale have been around
for a long time, being one of the first
aftermarket decal producers,
establishing a well-earned reputation
for quality and accuracy over the years.
This month presents a good mix of
subject matter, covering long released
kits (P-40’s), Newly released kits (T-28)
and a useful set of type one insignia, to
replace kits with difficult or inaccurate
markings or simply for alternative
options. 

Jay Laverty
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Canuck Model Products 
Availability: www.canuckmodels.com

WVD32005 1:32 CF-188
‘Hornet’ FIP Markings

$15.00cdn

Markings Options: 7+
188776, 409 Sqn,
Abbotsford Airshow 2010
188776, Balkan Rats
188759, Operation Mobile
188753, 409 Sqn, Large
Roundel
188718, 409 Sqn, 2 Bear
Intercepts
188701, AETE Type A
markings
188936, AETE Type B
markings

WVD72006 1:72 CP-140
Aroura FIP Markings

$18.00cdn

Markings Options: 6+
140101, 407 Sqn, Fincastle
2008
140114, Operation Apollo
2003
140103, Operation Apollo
2003
140111, 14 Wing, Maritime
Proving and Evaluation
Sqn, April 2012, 407 Sqn

WVD72007 1:72 CF-101
RCAF Symmetrical
Markings $TBCcdn

WVD72007 1:72 CF-101
RCAF Symmetrical

Markings $TBCcdn

Notes: For fans of
Canadian aircraft, relative
newcomer Canuck Model
Products, formerly known
as Wintervalley Decals, is
for you. These silk-screen
printed decals come in
perfect register, feature
dense colour saturation
and vivid colours.  The
instruction booklets are an
excellent reference source
on their own.  

Although only seven
specific aircraft are stated,
the markings include the
crests of all the squadrons
that flew the CF-188 and
enough generic codes that
one could build pretty
much any single-seat
Hornet, and maybe even a
dual.  

Fans of the Voodoo rejoice.
These latest two sets of CF-
101 decals are arriving just
in time for Revell’s release
of the Voodoo in 1:72nd
scale. There are enough
markings across the two
sheets to create just about
any Voodoo in Canadian
squadron service. 

Massimo Santarossa

V1 Decals
Availability: www.v1decals.com

V1D0127 1:144 Eastern

Provincial Airways ATL. 98

Carvair $16.00cdn

Markings Options: 1

CF-EPV circa 1973

Notes: Airliner fans,
particularly those from

Canada, will welcome V1

Decals to the

marketplace. Their laser-

printed decals sport

perfect registration and

hold up to manipulation

without breaking, even

large decals such as the

full length stripes.

Subjects covered range

from the unique, like the

ATL.98 Carvair, to the

colourful, like a JAL

oneworld Boeing 777.

Massimo Santarossa
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Kits-World 
Availability: Kits-World stockists via www.kitsworld.co.uk  

Iliad Design
Availability: Iliad  stockists via www.iliad-design.com & www.hannants.co.uk

RAF Thunderbolts 

Stock Code: 48045

Scale: 1:48

Price: $12.00

Markings Options: 
1. Thunderbolt II 
(P-47D-30), KL328 of
No.73 OUT, at Fayid,
Egypt, Early 1945
2. Thunderbolt I (P-47D-
22), HB982 of 135 Sqn,
Chittagong, December
1944
3. Thunderbolt II 
(P-47D-28), KJ278 of 79
Sqn, Wangjing, early
1045
4. Thunderbolt II 
(P-47D-30), KL315 of
No.42 Sqn, Meiktila, mid
1945
5. Thunderbolt II 
(P-47D-28), JK194 of 134
Sqn, Arakan, early 1945
6. Thunderbolt II (P-47D-
28), KJ140 of 30 Sqn, East
Bengal, December 1944

KW132057 1:32 B-25H-5 Catch 22 serial
number 6N 410V nickname ‘Berlin
Express’ (USAAF No 43-4432 6N
registered as N10V) Delivered to AAF
February 1944. B-25J-25 Catch 22 serial
number 6V 43-94512 nicknamed
‘Dumbo’ (USAAF No 43-30493
registered as N9451Z) Delivered to AAF
January 1945 £10.20

KW132058 1:32 'Hannover Street
Mitchells' B-25J-30NC 151632 ‘Gorgeous
George Ann/ There She Blows’ N9494Z
(USAAF No 44-30925). B-25J-20NC
151645 ‘Marvellous Miriam’ N9115Z

(USAAF No 44-29366) £10.20

KW132059 1:32 Catch 22 Mitchells B-
25J-25NC, 44-30748 ‘Heavenly Body’
(Registered as N8195H) Delivered
February 1945. B-25J-25NC 6K ‘Vestal
Virgin’ (USAAF No 44-30801 registered
N3699C) Delivered AAF February 1945

£10.20

KW132060 1:32 'Hannover Street
Mitchells’ B-25J-25 430210 8U ‘Big Bad
Bonnie’ N9455Z (USAAF No 44-30210).
B-25J-20 151724 ‘Brenda’s Boys’
N86427(USAAF No 44-29121) £10.20

Notes: Starfighter Decals, from Marks
Models and Toys in the USA, bring
another selection of early Second World
War US Navy aircraft from Pearl Harbour
and the Battle of Midway. Each set offers
full markings for each of the options on
the sheet meaning the modeller can
build all aircraft options with no waste.
On the downside there is very little
provided in the way of stencilling, but
these are generally provided within the
kit decals anyway. Well priced and
presented decal sheets.

Jay Laverty

Milestone Aircraft

Stock Code: 72010

Scale: 1:72

Price: $12.00

Markings Options: 
1. Consolidated B-24H,
No. 1000, Nov 3. 1943
2. Boeing B-17G, No.
1000, later “Rene III”
457th BG 1945
3. Lockheed P-38
Lightning in a special
scheme for the 5,000th
machine of the
production line in 1944.
4. Republic P-47D-30, 44-
20441 rolled out as the
10,000th machine built
at Farmingdale on 20th
September 1944.
5.Grumman F6F-5
Hellcat, VDF-87, USS
Ticonderoga, May 1945

Notes: All these aircraft are important types; the 1,000th B-24, the 1,000th B-17, the 5,000th P-38, the 10,000th P-47 and the
10,000th Hellcat are all included. These aircraft were specially adorned to mark the occasions of milestones on the production
line and feature some special markings. The P-38 is a stunning aircraft in bright red-orange. The second sheet offers six options
for late-war British Thunderbolts in either Silver of Camouflage making for some very different looking Jugs compared to their
US counterparts. All decals are beautifully printed and presented with full colour glossy painting and marking guide.

Mike Williams 
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Xtradecal
Availability: Xtradecal stockists via www.hannants.co.uk

X48123 Supermarine Spitfire F Mk IXc, for Eduard kits £7.99

Markings Options: 
MH737; FF-Y, 132 Sqn, Fl.Lt V.Sumpter, RAF Detling
MH883; WZ-B, 412(RCAF) Sqn, George 'Buzz' Buerling, Biggin Hill
1943-4 MJ532; UF-G, 43 Sqn, Italy
MK126; 5J-G, 126 Sqn, RAF Harrowbeer, 1942
MH819; NN-M, 310(Czech) Sqn, with D-Day stripes

X48124 de Havilland D.H.100 Vampire FB.5 and FB.9, for 
Trumpeter kits £7.99

Markings Options: 
FB.5: 
WA163/G; 71(Eagle) Sqn, RAF Gutersloh 1953
WA402/J; 612 (County of Aberdeen) Sqn, R.Aux.AF, Dyce 1956
WA491/E; OC, RAF Ouston with 607 Sqn markings to port and
608 Sqn to starboard
WL555/E; 60 Sqn, RAF Tengah 1953
FB.9: 
WL559/P, 8 Sqn, RAF Khormaksar, Aden 1956
WP990/A; 28 Sqn, RAF Kai Tak, Hong Kong 1955
WR120/U; 213 Sqn, RAF Deversoir, Egypt 1954 
WX207/F; 213 Sqn, Egypt 1955 

X72172 de Havilland Vampire T.11 Part 1 (UK), 
for Airfix kits £7.99
Markings Options: 
WZ421/X; 62 Sqn, 1957
WZ467/Z; 28 Sqn, RAF Kai Tak, Hong Kong 1956
WX589; 56 Sqn, RAF Waterbeach 1955
XD429/28; RAF College, Cranwell 1957
WZ584/K; Central Air Traffic Control School, RAF Shawbury 1970
XD549; 234 Sqn RAF, Germany 1950s
XD588; 141 Sqn, RAF Coltishall 1955
XD624/Z; 19 Sqn, RAF Church Fenton 1958
XE888/74; RAF Leuchars Station Flight with markings of 43 and
151 Sqns, 1959
XE897; 43 Sqn, RAF Leuchars 1950s
XE960; 8 Sqn, RAF Khormaksar, Aden 1958
XH359/X; 45 Sqn, RAF Butterworth, Malaya 1956
XA160; Flag Officer Flying Training, FAA RNAS Yeovilton 1962
XG743.798/BY; RNAS Brawdy Station Flight, 1970 

X72173 de Havilland Vampire T.11 Part 2 (Overseas), 
for Airfix kits £7.99

Markings Options: 
R. Swedish AF: 
J 28C-2; 28442, 5-72, F5 Sqn, Ljungbyhed 1956 
J 28C-3; 28466, 5-91, F5 Sqn, 1967 
Austrian AF:
5C-YC 2; Jabo Schulstaffel, 1966
RNZAF: 
NZ5708; 75 Sqn, Whenuapai 1969
RAAF: 
A-79-819, 2 OCU Williamstown 1968
SAAF:
No 263 The Advanced Flying School, Pietersburg 1971 

Notes:With the flurry of British themed kit releases in both
48th and 72nd scales recently, it is no wonder that Xtradecal
have kept extremely busy. The release of the sheet for the
Spitfire Mk IXc could not be more timely; coinciding perfectly
with the highly anticipated Eduard kit. 

Printed by Microscale, the quality of the decals is first rate with
impeccable research guaranteeing authenticity. 

Jay Laverty
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Wendy’s Selection: ABC Selection of the month

Crécy Publishing

Soviet & Russian Military
Aircraft in Africa

Availability: 
Crécy Publishing
www.crecy.co.uk  

Format: 272 pages, hard
cover   

By: Yefim Gordon & Dimitry
Komissarov

Price: £34.95
I have to confess to
previously not being

particularly concerned with
African military aviation aside
from the odd Flanker. So it was

with a measure of detachment
that I opened this title for the
first time. And it was with a
growing sense of amusement
that I found myself strangely
compelled and thoroughly
engrossed after a short period
of time. There are some truly
strikingly camouflaged
aeroplanes, Hinds, MiG-23’s,
25’s and the like. 

Having long deeply
respected the work of the two
authors, I was not surprised to
see the level of research carried
out and the detail with which
each nation's Air Arm finds
itself covered (all in

alphabetical order). 

This is not “light reading” by
any stretch of the imagination,
this is geared towards the
serious aviation aficionado;
such is the extent of the
exploration. However, that is
not to say it does not have
considerable modelling
relevance, as colour schemes
and registrations are presented
in intimate detail. 

The is very much worth
adding to a collection, be you a
fan of Soviet and Russian
aviation, African aviation or just
plain colourful modelling
alternatives.     

Secret US Proposals of the
Cold War: Radical Concepts in
Military Aircraft

Format: 176 pages, hard cover   

By: Jim Keeshen

Price: £22.95
Now here is something
completely different,
something that will appeal to
the ‘Whiffer’ weirdo lurking
deep within many of us. This
is a modellers' modelling

book from the outset, actually,

drawing on the recollections
and work of two Grumman
model makers. The book starts
with an introduction to the
world of model making for
aerospace companies and
takes the reader through the
finer details and inner workings
of not only American
companies, but also touches on
those of Germany, for example,
explaining how the difference
in materials used either
lengthened or shortened the
life span of the miniature
replicas. 

If you are passionate about
either Cold War history, or
model making in general, this is
a definite “good buy”. I have
not finished reading all of it as I
write this, however I will finish
it. It is interesting and well
written, aside from being
superbly illustrated. 

The is very much worth
adding to a collection, be you a
fan of Soviet and Russian
aviation, African aviation or just
plain colourful modelling
alternatives.    

EAGLES OF THE SOUTHERN
SKY. THE TAINAN AIR GROUP
IN WWII. VOLUME ONE: NEW
GUINEA

Availability: 
Aviation & Military Book Centre.
For more information see the
ABC ad on the inside front

cover 

By: Luca Ruffato &
Michael
Claringbould

Format: 352
pages Paperback

Price:
£52.99
The first
volume in a
new series,

Eagles of The
Southern Sky is a
definitive history
of the Imperial
Japanese Tainan

Naval Air Group in New Guinea
including its Rabaul operations.

The Imperial Japanese Tainan
Naval Air Group was assigned
to North Guinea in April 1942
confident of victory, having
already conquered the
Philippines and Dutch East
Indies. However, by mid-
November 1942, only eighteen
of the original pilots sailed
home from Rabaul. After eight
months of combat, the unit was
destroyed.

This book details all the
major battles and in many
cases matches pilot to pilot
offering  a full reconciliation of
both Japanese and Allied
accounts.

The book contains a plethora
of illustrations including forty-
four colour page sections of
colour photos and colour
profiles. There are 33 colour

profiles of Tainan Zero fighters,
42 of Allied aircraft and 18 of
Japanese aircraft. Other colour
pages include an explanation
of Manufacturers' Data Stencils;
Tainan Colour Codings, Early
Zero Paint Scheme plus many
others.

Also featured are 26
historically accurate paintings
of combat over New Guinea
created by reference to aerial
photos of the areas over which
the Tainan fought. Detailed
maps and appendices cover
losses, markings, crew rosters;
confirmed Aerial Victories over
Rabaul/New Guinea plus much
much more.

The book contains some 300
black and white photos from
both the Allied and Japanese
side, most previously
unpublished. A truly substantial
reference work.

Something Slightly Different and Something Very Different
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Windsock Worldwide
Volume 29 Issue 01  

Price: £7.60
“This latest edition

carries the wide variety of
high-class modelling and
reference material that
puts Windsock Worldwide
ahead of the pack. Lance
Krieg continues his WWI
Modelling Master Class
with more invaluable
advice on adding and
creating the small
details that enhance
any model, whilst for
the scratch-builders, a
Rara Avis plans feature
profiles the AW FK.12
anti-Zeppelin triplane
fighter. There's an
exclusive centre-
spread of Sopwith
Triplane colour
profiles for builders
of the 1:32 scale
Roden and
Wingnut kits; an
extended 'Transfer
List' to include
most recent
releases, and we
offer the editor's
personal tribute

to the late, great Harry
Woodman, whose
contributions to WWI
modelling and aviation
research have inspired so
many. The issue also includes
reviews of kits and accessories,
including the Alley Cat Bristol
M.1 and WNW Hannover, plus
we take a look at the Hawa's
wing design with plenty of
archive source material. Did the
Hannover's upper wings have
sweepback, or were they
straight? We sift the evidence...”

Not being a particularly well
versed authority on WWI
aviation, my reviews of Windsock
products generally focus on the
quality of artisanship in putting
the reference and modelling
information together, at which
they excel. In fact, reviewing
Windsocks and Windsock
Worldwide could not be easier.
Everyone with an interest in WWI
knows who they are and anyone
new to the era, introduced by the
quality of Wingnut Wings kits,
will quickly come to the
realisation that a subscription is
an essential part of the reference
process. 

Jay Laverty

Albatros Publications

HALBERSTADT CL.II AT
WAR! 

Availability: Albatros
stockists via
www.windsockdatafile
specials.co.uk   

Format: 40 pages, soft
cover  

Price: £11.95
The nimble

Halberstadt Cl.II
two-seaters took
part in many heavy
battles during the
closing months of
WWI, supporting
German infantry
in the big
offensives of

March 1918. John Alcorn
revisits this classic with his own
highly-detailed, brand new,
scale drawings that, aside from
the regular 1:48 and 1:72 GAs,
also include detailed,
dimensioned structural
fuselage schematics in 1:32. The
author's narrative outlines the
type's important combat role
and with a comprehensive and
fresh photo archive co-
contributed by Greg Van
Wyngarden and other
specialists, coupled with Ronny
Bar's superb cover profiles,
colour close-ups of the sole
surviving Cl.II in Poland, plus
pages of annotated sketches
from the 1918 British capture
reports, provides modellers and
enthusiasts with a fabulous
reference source!” 

Revised &
Relevant
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If you would like SAM to feature your show please feel freeto contact mikew@regallitho.co.uk and have the
information for your show added to both the SAM website,

and the magazine. 

All information is as complete as possible
to the best of our knowledge at the time of publication. Any
changes to events or cancellations are not the responsibility of
SAM or Guideline Publications. 

Events Calendar 3503 MAY 2013

Sunday 21st April 2013   

ModelKraft 2013
Stantonbury Leisure Centre 
Milton Keynes  MK14 6BN
Presented by Milton Keynes Scale Model
Club! 
Open from 10:00 to 16:00 
web: mksmc.co.uk

Saturday 25th May 2013   
Model 2013 
Presented by Torbay Military Modelling
Society and IPMS Torbay & South Devon
Torquay Town Hall, Castle Circus
Torquay  TQ1 3DS
Exhibitions, displays competitions and
traders. Open Competition theme is "617
Squadron 1943-2013", 70 years of the
Dambusters.
Admission price: TBA
Organiser: Paul Farrar 
e-mail: paulfarrar@live.co.uk
web: www.torbay-ipms.org.uk/

Saturday 1st June 2013 
IPMS Salisbury Model Show Presented
by IPMS Salisbury
Wyvern College Sports Hall
Church Street, Laverstock
Salisbury  SP1 1RE
A wide range of model clubs and traders
on hand throughout the day. Plus
Modelling Competition, Free Make &
Take, Demonstrations, Tombola,
Refreshments. Ample free parking 
Open: 09.30 to 16.30
Admission price: Adults £3, Child £1.50,
Family (2 adults & 2 children) £8
Organiser: Richard Clarke, 
e-mail: info@salisburymodelshow.co.uk, 
web:www.salisburymodelshow.co.uk

Sunday 28th July 2013  

Midland Model Expo 2013
Presented by IPMS Birmingham
Cocks Moors Woods Leisure Centre &
Golf Course, , Alcester Road South, 
Kings Heath, Birmingham  B14 6ER
Competition, club displays and traders
selling kits, tools, books, paints, materials
and accessories.
Admission: Adults £3.00, under 16s and
OAPs £1.50, Family (2+2) £6.00
web:www.midlandexpo.blogspot.co.uk

Sunday 1st September 2013   
East Riding of Yorkshire Model Show
Driffield Showground, Kellythorpe
Driffield, East Yorkshire  YO25 9DN
Admission price: TBA
Organiser: Kevin Dolman
e-mail:modeldriffshow@btinternet.com

Sunday 8th September 2013   
Sutton Coldfield Model 
Spectacular 2013
Presented by Sutton Coldfield Model
Makers Society 
Sutton Coldfield Town Hall  B73 6AB
Junior and Senior model competitions
and visiting club displays and trade
stalls. 
(Traders please contact Andy Keane for
details - 07732 333292 -
mikekeane16@yahoo.com)
Admission: Adults £3.50, Senior Citizens
and Children £3.50 
Organiser:Mark Knight, 
email: markallistair@hotmail.co.uk,
phone: 07865 094582

Sunday 22nd September 2013    
Wings & Things 2013
Presented by IPMS Fenland & Spalding in
aid of Lincs/Notts Air Ambulance
Spalding High School, Spalding
Lincolnshire  PE11 2PJ
Clubs and Special Interest Group
Displays, Trade Stands and Refreshments.
Airfix Make & Paint. 
Open: 10.00 to 16.00 
Admission price: £2.00 Adults £1.00 OAP
and Children 
Contact Bill Pickering on 01775 710465
or Andy Agar on 07769 978505
e-mail: fenlandandspaldingmodelclub
@talktalk.net
web: www.ipmsfenlandandspalding.
moonfruit.com
phone: 07769 978505

9th & 10th November 2013                              

IPMS 50th Anniversary Show 
Scale ModelWorld
Telford International Centre
Telford, Shropshire   TF3 4JH
The Greatest Model Show in the world
gets even greater in celebration of 50
years of the IPMS. 
Organiser: Richard Kent
e-mail: scalemodelworld@ipms-uk.co.uk
web:www.smwshow.com

6th & 7th April 2013  
Modelexpo 8 Open 2013
Presented by IPMS Sweden
Skytteholmskolan, Sundbyberg
Stoclkholm,  Sweden
e-mail: tavlingsledning-
open@ipmsstockholm.se
web: www.modellexpo08-open.se

Sunday 28th April 2013                           

FESTIVAL HALL 
Festhalle Wilnsdorf

Rathausstraße 9, 57234 Wilnsdorf
Deutschland
The Festival Hall is located in the
southern part of 'Siegerland', close to the
city of Siegen, which in recent years has
been proven to be a perfect host for our
Model Exhibition. With ideal light
conditions, the FESTIVAL HALL provides
a calm and relaxed atmosphere for
exhibitors and visitors, many arriving
from all over Germany and European to
attend our show. 
As in previous years, we are planning a
relaxed get-together, including dinner
on the night prior to the exhibition. We
will be more than happy to invite you for
a beer (or two?) and sharing a good
laugh with friends. 

Contact: 
Bernd Muscheid, Im Baumhof 3
57234 Wilnsdorf, Germany
phone: 0049 1758253865
e-mail: muscheidmuscheid@web.de
web:www.Modellbaufreunde-Siegen.de

Sunday 13th October 2013                         

Scale Model Challenge 2013 
NH Convention Centre Konigshof
Locht 117
Veldhoven
Netherlands
International top competition for scale
modellers, now with extended classes for
aircraft. Modelling seminars presented
throughout the day. 
Special Guests: Radek Pitcuch, Jay
Laverty, Jose Brito, Pepa Saavedra &
Fernando Ruiz
web:www.scalemodelfactory.

12th & 13th April 2013

IPMS Region IV Convention
Presented by Wright Field Scale
Modellers
Hope Hotel & Convention Center
Building #823, Area A, Gate 12A
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433-5000, USA
web: www.ipmsdayton.com/2013/
26th & 27th April 2013  
ValourCon 4
Hosted by IPMS Winnipeg
Royal Canadian Legion
St. James Branch #4
1755 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg
Manitoba  R3J 0E6,Canada
web: www.modellexpo08-open.se

27th April 2013                                                    

IPMS Northern Virginia Model Classic
2013

Fairfax High School
3501 Rebel Run, Fairfax, VA 22030 USA
web:
http://novaipms.org/html/mc12.html

14th – 17th August 2013                                                        

IPMS USA National Convention
“The Thin Air Nationals”
J Q Hammons Conference Center
Loveland, Colorado, CO 80538, USA
Visit the IPMS 2013 website for complete
detail on accommodation, facilities,
seminars and activities. 
web:www.ipmsusa2013.com/

28th September 2013    
Capcon 2013
Nepean Sportsplex
Ottawa
Ontario 
Hosted by IPMS Ottawa
Times: 0830-1700
web:www.ipmsottawa.ca/capcon/   

12th October 2013     
43rd Annual Fall Model Show & Swap
Meet
Bonsor Recreational Complex
6550 Bonsor Ave
Burnaby
British Columbia
Hosted by IPMS Vancouver
Times: 0900-1630
web:www.ipmsvancouver.ca

UK: 

USA & CANADA:

EUROPE:

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM
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Coming
Soon
‘Hawker-Siddeley/British
Aerospace First Generation
Harrier in Worldwide Service’
Volume 1: 1960 – 2000

Colour schemes and markings
of the most recognised and
loved post-war British-designed
military aircraft ever produced.

* New Feature – archive
photographs included.

£19.99 + P&P
ISBN 978-0-9569802-6-7

An exciting range of illustrated camouflage and markings guides.
Produced by a cooperative of well-known aviation enthusiasts,
authors and illustrators.

In Worldwide ServiceVolume 1: 1960-2000

Written by Glenn AshleyIllustrated by Jon Freeman

HAWKER-SIDDELEY/BRITISHAEROSPACEFIRSTGENERATIONHARRIER

NOW
AVAILABLE

FROM
GUIDELINE

PUBLICATIONS

Order now from our website

www.guidelinepublications.co.uk
Trade orders: t.foxon@sky.com or +44(0) 75401 53368

T
he Supermarine Spitfire is one
of the world’s most famous
World War Two fighters and

has probably had more words written
about it than practically any other
individual aeroplane... 
The type’s development and operational
history has been described many times,
so in this particular Combat Colours book
we will concentrate on the development
and changes in the colour schemes and
markings applied to the type immediately
prior to, and during, World War Two.

AVAILABLE NOW FROM GUIDELINE PUBLICATIONS 

We only accept UK cheques/postal orders, please make payable to Guideline Publications. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 
Address your orders to: Guideline Publications, Unit 3 Enigma Building, Bilton Road, Denbigh East, Bletchley, Bucks MK1 1HW

Tel: 01908 274433    Fax: 01908 270614    Email: guidelines@regallitho.co.uk
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Supermarine Spitfire in World War Two
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Still going strong after 35 years
and continuing to grow!

1:48th HobbyBoss F4U-4 Corsair Early AND Late 

We have brought together James Ashton and Brian Wakeman to provide
you with their unique takes on the recently released quarter scale Corsairs,

and Pat Sublemontier provides the walk-around reference. What more could 

1:72nd Azur Mystère  

Yoav Efrati returns with
another outstanding reference

and build combination of an
Israeli Air Force subject, this

time covering the nimble
Mystère IV.      

1:72nd Airfix P-51D
Mustang   

Karl Robinson brings us this
small-scale gem from British

giant Airfix. 
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NEW DECALS

Aims
AIMS3208 1:32 Junkers Ju 88A-4 (5)A-4 5K+BP of 6./KG 3, Ukraine 1942; C-6 5K+ET of 9./

(Eis.)/KG 3 flown by Lt. Udo Cordes, Poltava 1943; A-4 7T+FH of 1./KG 77, 
September 1942; A-4 F1+DP of 6./KG 76, Russia 1943; D-1 7A+LH of 1.(F)/121, 
Libya 1943 £10.25 

Authentic Decals
AD4853 1:48 Yakovlev Yak-3  £13.20 
AD4859 1:48 Messerschmitt Bf 109F-4 Luftwaffe Experts on the Eastern front  £8.25 
AD7240 1:72 Messerschmitt Bf 110D  £8.25 
AD7256 1:72 Douglas DC-3, C-47, Li-2 In the Russian Sky  £13.20 

Barracuda Studios
BC32009 1:32 Re-printed! North-American P-51D Mustangs of the 8th AF (5) 44-63684 SX-

B 352FS 353FG Lt.Col.William B.Bailey ‘Double Trouble Two’Black/Yellow check 
nose RAF Raydon; 44-14985 CY-G 343FS 55FG Maj. Edward Giller ‘The Millie G’
Yellow/Green check nose band RAF Wormingford; 44-14888 B6-Y 363FS 357FG 
Chuck Yeager ‘Amourous Len III’ 1944 Red/Yellow check nose band RAF Yoxford; 
44-13410 E2-C 375FS Lt.Col Thomas Christian KIA 12-8-44‘Lou IV/Athelene’ Yellow 
Nose RAF Bottisham; 44-15092 SX-B ‘Alabama Rammer Jammer’ Black/yellow 
nose band RAF Raydon. £11.40 

BC72009 1:72 Re=printed! North-American P-51D Mustangs of the 8th AF (5) 44-63684 SX
-B 352FS 353FG Lt.Col.William B.Bailey ‘Double Trouble Two’Black/Yellow check 
nose RAF Raydon; 44-14985 CY-G 343FS 55FG Maj. Edward Giller ‘The Millie G’
Yellow/Green check nose band RAF Wormingford; 44-14888 B6-Y 363FS 357FG 
Chuck Jaeger ‘Amourous Len III’ 1944 Red/Yellow check nose band RAF Yoxford; 
44-13410 E2-C 375FS Lt.Col Thomas Christian KIA 12-8-44‘Lou IV/Athelene’ Yellow 
Nose RAF Bottisham; 44-15092 SX-B ‘Alabama Rammer Jammer’ Black/yellow 
nose band RAF Raydon.  £7.30 

Berna Decals
BER48093 1:48 12 Dassault Mirage 2000-5 of the world : 2000-5EG n°551 05/2010 & n°554 11

/2011 and 2000-5BG n°505 & 506 in 09/2010, 331 Mira, Tanagra, Greece, Hellenic 
Air Force ; 2000-5EDA n°QA91 and 2000-5DDA n°QA87 Doha, Qatar, end of 2011, 
2000-5EDA n°QA95 and 2000-5DDA n°QA85 03/2011, Souda, Crete, Operation 
"Unified Protector", Qatar Emiri Air Force; 2000-5Ei n°2016 (EI16) & 2000-5Di n°
2057 (DI07) seen in 2008 with black markings and in 2012 with the new grey 
arkings, Hsinchu, Taiwan, Republic of China Air Force  £15.40 

BER72072 1:72 12 Dassault Mirage 2000-5 of the world : 2000-5EG n°551 05/2010 & n°554 11
/2011 and 2000-5BG n°505 & 506 in 09/2010, 331 Mira, Tanagra, Greece, Hellenic 
Air Force ; 2000-5EDA n°QA91 and 2000-5DDA n°QA87 Doha, Qatar, end of 2011, 
2000-5EDA n°QA95 and 2000-5DDA n°QA85 03/2011, Souda, Crete, Operation 
"Unified Protector", Qatar Emiri Air Force; 2000-5Ei n°2016 (EI16) & 2000-5Di n°
2057 (DI07) seen in 2008 with black markings and in 2012 with the new grey 
markings, Hsinchu, Taiwan, Republic of China Air Force  £10.85 

Caracal Models
CD48022 1:48 Air National Guard McDonnell F-15A/F-15C Eagle - Part 2. provides 

markings for three jets from Oregon and Massachusetts ANG units. The options 
on this sheet are: F-15C 78-0547, 173FW, Oregon ANG (commander's aircraft, 
F-15C 79-0076, 173FW, Oregon ANG, F-15C 85-0118, 104FW, Massachusetts ANG £11.99 

Eduard
EDD72003 1:72 Mikoyan MiG-21BIS stencils  £5.60 

H-Model Decals
HMD72026 1:72 Polikarpov U-2/Po-2 at war £5.80 

HI Decal
HD48028 1:48 McDonnell F-4E / F-4ETM / RF-4ETM Phantom II "Turkish Air Force" (4) 

Includes 77-0314 RF-4ETM Isik - 173 Filo "Safak", with big "Spook" artwork on the 
tail and new disruptive camouflage scheme.2012. This recce Phantom has been 
shot down by Syrian air defences above the East Mediterranean on June 22nd, 
2012. The decal sheet also includes the respective Turkish stencil data. £8.50 

HD72058 1:72 McDonnell F-4E / F-4ETM / RF-4ETM Phantom II "Turkish Air Force" (4) 
Includes 77-0314 RF-4ETM Isik - 173 Filo "Safak", with big "Spook" artwork on the 
tail and new disruptive camouflage scheme.2012. This recce Phantom has been 
shot down by Syrian air defences above the East Mediterranean on June 22nd, 
2012. The decal sheet also includes the respective Turkish stencil data. £6.99 

Iliad Design
Aircraft decals (military)
ILD48025 1:48 Republic P-47D Thunderbolt Bubble and Rzorbacks £9.60 
ILD72010 1:72 Milestone Aircraft. 1,000th Consolidated B-24H Liberator; 1,000th Boeing 

B-17G Flying Fortress; 5,000th Lockheed P-38 Lightning 'Yippee'; 10,000th 
Republic P-47D Thunderbolt; 10,000th Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat;  £9.60 

IsraDecal
ISRA93 1:72 IAF Vautour IIA/IIB/IIN and Ouragan MD.450 £16.99 

Kits-World Aircraft decals (military)
KW144020 1:144 North-American P-51D Mustang - 'Sweet Arlene' - 'Jan' - 'Iron Ass' - 

'My Achin Back'  £7.99 
KW144021 1:144 North-American Mitchell B-25H-5 43-4573 'Power House' 100BS 42BG 

Pacific 1943; B-25H-5 43-4498 'Dutch' 100BS 42BG Pacific 1943; B-25-PBJ-1J 
'Devil Dog' Marines    44-86758 N9643C CAF £7.99 

KW144022 1:144 North-American B-25J Mitchell  43-28012 '1 For the Gipper' 100BS 42BG 
13AF; B-25J 43-28149 The Ink Squirts 98 Seabees; B-25J 42-9710 'Pacific 
Prowler Vintage Flying Museum Fort Worth Texas USA  £7.99 

KW32050 1:32 North-American B-25J Mitchell General Markings RAF & SEAC Two types 
of propeller decals, two types of propeller warning strips plus blank set, black 2"
walkway lines. two styles of fuel filler decals, two styles of escape hatch 
markings (starboard side only?) Seac and RAF markings plus a a few common 
bomb tally styles.  £10.20

KW32057 1:32 North-American B-25H-5 Catch 22 serial number 6N 410V nickname ‘Berlin 
Express’ (USAAF No 43-4432 6N registered as N10V) Delivered to AAF February 
1944. B-25J-25 Catch 22 serial number 6V 43-94512 nicknamed ‘Dumbo’ (USAAF 
No 43-30493 registered as N9451Z) Delivered to AAF January 1945  £10.20

KW32058 1:32 Hannover Street Mitchells’ North-American B-25J-30NC 151632‘Gorgeous 
George Ann/ There She Blows’ N9494Z (USAAF No 44-30925) B-25J-20NC 
151645 ‘Marvellous Miriam’ N9115Z (USAAF No 44-29366)  £10.20

KW32059 1:32 Catch 22  North-American Mitchells B-25J-25NC  44-30748‘Heavenly Body’ 
(Registered as N8195H) Delivered February 1945 B-25J-25NC 6K ‘Vestal Virgin’ 
(USAAF No 44-30801 registered N3699C) Delivered AAF February 1945  £10.20

KW32060 1:32 Hannover Street Mitchells’  North-American B-25J-25 430210 8U ‘Big Bad 
Bonnie’ N9455Z (USAAF No 44-30210) B-25J-20 151724 ‘Brenda’s Boys’ N86427
(USAAF No 44-29121)  £10.20

KW48096 1:48 North-American Mitchell B-25H-5 43-4573 'Power House' 100BS 42BG 
Pacific 1943 Mitchell B-25H-5 43-4498 'Dutch' 100BS 42BG Pacific 1943 £10.20

KW48097 1:48 North-American B-25J Mitchell 43-28012 '1 For the Gipper' 100BS 42BG 
13AF, Mitchell B-25-PBJ-1J 'Devil Dog' Marines 44-86758 N9643C CAF £10.20

KW48098 1:48 North-American B-25J Mitchell 43-28149 The Ink Squirts 98 Seabees - 
Mitchell B-25J 42-9710 'Pacific Prowler Vintage Flying Museum Fort Worth 
Texas USA  £10.20

KW48099 1:48 North-American Mitchell CWHM's B25J Mitchell 'Hot Gen' 45-8883 
Mitchell B-25H Mitchell 'Barbie III Pilot Lt Col Robert T. Smith 1944 CBI  £10.20

KW72084 1:72 Supermarine Spitfire PRU Mk.XIX Includes Pre and Post War Roundels, 
Generic Serials and Detailed Stencilling includes: Propeller Lock Stencils, 
Trestle Markers, Walkway Inboard, Wheels Up When Indicator Flush, Walkway 
Forward, Jack Here, Do Not Lift Under Here, 24 Volts Ground Supply, Hood 
Release Other Side, To Slide Hood Back Press Button, Oil Capacity 5 Gallons Air 
Space 2 Gallons, Fuel 100 -130 Galls, DTD, Black Walkway Line  £10.20

KW72085 1:72 Supermarine Seafires MK.XVII, Mk.46, Mk.47, Squadrons: 736 - 759 - 766 -
800 - 804 -1832 ‘ 1833.  £10.20

KW72086 1:72 North-American B-25J Mitchell 43-28012 '1 For the Gipper' 100BS 42BG 
13AF, Mitchell B-25-PBJ-1J 'Devil Dog' Marines 44-86758 N9643C CAF  £10.20

KW72087 1:72 North-American B-25J Mitchell 43-28149 The Ink Squirts 98 Seabees. 
Mitchell B-25J 42-9710 'Pacific Prowler Vintage Flying Museum Fort Worth 
Texas USA  £10.20

KW72088 1:72 North-American Mitchell B-25H-5 43-4573 'Power House' 100BS 42BG 
Pacific 1943. Mitchell B-25H-5 43-4498 'Dutch' 100BS 42BG Pacific 1943 £10.20

KW72089 1:72 North-American Mitchell  B25J 'Hot Gen' 45-8883 CWHM's; B-25H 'Barbie 
III Pilot Lt Col Robert T. Smith 1944 CBI £10.20

KW72090 1:72 Boeing B-17G-VE Flying Fortress  42-102516 H 'Aluminium Overcast' EAA; 
B-17F 42-29673 'Old Bill' JJ-S 365BS 305BG Chelveston May 1943  £10.20

Kora
KORD3215 1:32 Messerschmitt Bf 109E-3a Yugoslav Air Force (Eduard, Matchbox and 

Hasegawa) £16.99 
KORD4883 1:48 Avia S-92 Turbina (Czechosl.) Part I £11.30 
KORD4884 1:48 Avia S-92 Turbina (Czechosl.) Part II. £11.30 
KORD4885 1:48 Avia CS-92 Turbina (Czechoslovakia) £11.30 
KORD72192 1:72 Stalin's Falcons in Japanese hands LaGG-3, I-152, I-16 £6.60 
KORD72193 1:72 Mikoyan MiG-3 in Luftwaffe service £6.60 

LF Models
LFMC4853 1:48 North-American F-51 Mustangs over Uruguay P-51D £11.35 
LFMC72107 1:72 Douglas C-47A over Uruguay (Italeri) £11.35 

Lima November
LN44542 1:144 Internord Convair CV-990A (F-rsin) £9.99 
LN72508 1:72 Braathens SAFE Boeing 737-200 old and new scheme for the 1/72 BPK kit.

Contains two large sheets and includes options for clear windows and 
windshield. £14.99

Maestro Models
MMMD14401 1:144 Curtiss C-46 Commando decal TransAir. Decals options to make any of 

Trans Airs C-46 airframe - in either early or late livery PLUS version in UN 
service. Colour instruction sheet (Platz but should fit Welsh Models) £12.40 

MMMD14402 1:144 Curtiss C-46 Commando decals BOAC. One C-46 served in the UK. It was 
repainted at some stage so there are two different kinds of letters supplied. £8.70 

MMMD7207 1:72 Curtiss C-46 Commando decal TransAir £20.70 
MMMD7208 1:72 Curtiss C-46 Commando decals BOAC £13.30 

Modell-Hobby
MH144001 1:144 Antonov An-24 in Czech Air Force Service £6.40 
MH144003 1:144 Lisunov Li-2 in CSA and Czechoslovak Air Force Service £5.80 
MH0025 1:72 Mikoyan MiG-15 early Instrument panels (Airfix) £2.60 

Monokio
WD-48018 1:48 McDonnell F-4E Phantom II USAF Pt.2 £10.99 

Old Propeller
WWD32007 1:32 Albatros D.V Rote Baron - decals for 3 M. von Richthofen's aircraft £7.85 
WWD48007 1:48 Albatros D.V Rote Baron - decals for 3 M. von Richthofen's aircraft £7.85 
WWD72003 1:72 Albatros D.V Rote Baron - decals for 3 M. von Richthofen's aircraft £7.85 

Print Scale
PSL32004 1:32 McDonnell F-4C Phantom II in Viet Nam war Part 1. £9.80 
PSL48034 1:48 Northrop P-61A Black Widow Part 1 (6) 'Moon Happy', 'Nightie Mission',

both OD/Grey; 'The Virgin Widow', 'Lady in the Dark' , 'Cooper's Snooper' , 

NEW KITS
A Model Aircraft kits (injection)
AMU03572 1:72 Convair R3Y-1 

Tradewind flying boat £215.30 
AMU14467 1:144 Let L410 TURBOLET £13.40 
AMU72141 LE 1:72 Antonov An-8 VSU 

TG-16 'Camp' Limited 
Addition  £52.20 

Academy Aircraft kits (injection)
AC12236 1:48 T-59 Hawk Mk 67 

ROKAF (Modified Italeri 
tooling)  £34.99 

AC12239 1:48 AH-64A Apache "Gray 
camouflage 2003" US Army 

Limited Edition £16.99 
AC12248 1:48 Dassault Mirage IIIR 

(WAS AC1630) £6.99 
AC12276 1:48 North-American F-86F 

Sabre (WAS AC2162) £15.99 
AC12456 1:72 Curtiss P-40B (WAS 

AC1655) £3.99 
AC12467 1:72 Messerschmitt Bf 109G 

(WAS AC1670)  £6.99 
AC12510 1:72 Ilyushin IL-2M 

Stormovik £11.99 

Admiral Aircraft kits (injection)
ADM7209 1:72 Supermarine Seafire 

F.45 £13.60 

Airfix Aircraft kits (injection)
AX02016 1:72 Mitsubishi Dinah Ki-46 II £7.99 
AX03059 1:72 Short Tucano T.1 £10.99 

Anigrand Craftswork Aircraft kits (resin)
ANIG2111 1:72 Shenyang J-31 

Gyrfalcon Fifth fighter 
prototype  £88.60 

ANIG4082 1:144 Fairchild C-82A Packet 
(US twin-boom transport) 
plus bonus kits: Stout XC-65 
Skycar, Vultee XP-68 Tornado, 
General Airborne XGC-16 £88.60 

Art Model Aircraft kits (injection)

ARTM7212 1:72 Sukhoi Su-25UB £25.70 

AZ Models Aircraft kits (injection)
AZM48063 1:48 Fairey Firefly FR.1 with 

Aires resin parts £19.99 
AZM74010 1:72 Curtiss P-40E Warhawk.

Decals USAAC and USAAF £12.99 
AZM74011 1:72 Gotha P.60C-1 £14.50 
AZM74012 1:72 Gotha P.60C-1 Night 

Fighter £14.50 
AZM74013 1:72 Supermarine Spitfire 

Mk.IXe. Decals 
Czechoslovak Air Force £12.99 

AZM74014 1:72 Bucker Bu 181 / Bu 281 
/ Bu 381. Decals 
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A model AMU03572 1:72 Con-
vair R3Y-1 Tradewind flying

boat £215.30

Art Model ARTM7212
1:72 Sukhoi Su-25UB  £25.70 

£25.70

Cyber Hobby CH5108 1:72 de
Havilland Sea Venom FAW.21
with Blue Jay missiles £32.99 

HPH Models  HPH32022R 1:48
1:32 Supermarine Walrus Mk.I

flying boat £189.99

Kinetic K3206 1:32 BAe Hawk
100 series (100/127/128/155)

£32.99

Meng Models MMDS-004
1:72 Fiat G.91R

£22.99 

www.hannants.co.uk

Czechoslovak service £11.99 
AZML7218 1:72 Boeing P-26A 

Peashooter. Decals USAAC
Wheeler Field, Hawaii, 1941
/1942. 3 schemes. Black, 
green and Silver aircraft.; £12.99 

AZML7219 1:72 Boeing P-26A 
Peashooter. Decals USAAC 
Selfridge Field, Michigan, 
1934;  Wheeler Field, Hawaii 
1934; paint scheme test 
aircraft late thirties. £12.99 

AZML7220 1:72 Boeing P-26A 
Peashooter. Decals 
International users. China;
Guatemala; Philippines. £12.99 

Brengun Aircraft kits (injection)
BRP72005 1:72 Bachem Ba 349A 

Natter "What if?" Plastic kit 
with PE parts £8.99 

Cyber-Hobby Aircraft kits (injection)
CH5108 1:72 de_Havilland Sea 

Venom FAW.21 with Blue 
Jay missiles  £32.99 

CH5109 1:72 Sikorsky SH-3D Sea 
King USN  £34.99 

Eduard Aircraft kits (injection)
EDK1176 1:48 McDonnell F-15A/F-15C 

Fighting Eagle based on 
Academy parts. Only 1500 £55.70 

EDK4429 1:144 Supermarine Spitfire 
Mk.IXc DUAL COMBO £10.99 

Hasegawa Aircraft kits (injection)
HAE26 1:72 Re-released! Martin B-

26B / B-26C Marauder 'Flak 
Bait' £37.50 

HAJT059 1:48 Re-released! Hawker 
Typhoon Mk.IB with 3 blade 
propeller £32.49 

HAJT060 1:48 Re-released! Hawker 
Typhoon Mk.IB with 
Teardrop canopy and 3 
blade propeller  £32.49 

HAPT019 1:48 Re-released! Lockheed 
F-104C Starfighter USAF £24.99 

Hobby Boss Aircraft kits (injection)
HB80283 1:72 Republic P-47D 

Thunderbolt (Razorback) £8.99 
HB80284 1:72 Lockheed P-38L-5-LO £8.99 
HB80285 1:72 Ilyushin IL-2M3 £8.99 
HB80289 1:72 Gloster Gladiator £8.99 
HB80291 1:72 Macchi C.200 Saetta £8.99 
HB81706 1:48 Antonov AN-2W 'Colt' £34.99 
HB83209 1:32 Northrop P-61B Black 

Widow £119.99 
HB87244 1:72 Mil Mi-2URP Antitank 

Variant  £11.99 

HPH Models Aircraft kits (resin)
HPH32002R 1:32 L-29 Delfin £99.70 
HPH32018R 1:32 Aero L-39ZA Albatros £159.99 
HPH32022R 1:32 Supermarine Walrus 

Mk.I flying boat £189.99 
HPH48009L 1:48 Suchoj T-50 PAK FA £129.40 
HPH72012L 1:72 Tupolev Tu-134. Decals 

Interflug and 
Ceskoslovenske aerolinie 
(one piece fuselage and 
wings with resin engines, 
vacform windows etc) £119.99 

Italeri Aircraft kits (injection)
IT0153 1:72 Fairchild AC-119K 

Gunship  £27.50 
IT1333 1:72 Northrop F-5E 

Patrouille Suisse  £14.99
IT1343 1:72 Augusta-Bell AB-212 / 

Bell UH-1N  £11.50 

Kinetic Aircraft kits (injection)
K3206 1:32 BAe Hawk 100 series

(100/127/128/155)2x 
Canadian AF, 1 x RAF, 1 x 
Australian AF. Alternative 
decal option for T.2 ZK020/K 
4 Sqn 100th Anniversary 
RAF Valley 2012 is available 
on Xtradecal X32049 £32.99 

K48042 1:48 Dassault Mirage 2000C £25.99 

Meng Model Aircraft kits (injection)
MMDS-004 1:72 Fiat G.91R £22.99 
MMLS-001 1:48 Messerschmitt Me 

410B-2/U4  £46.99

Minicraft Aircraft kits (injection)
MC11668 1:144 NASA Space Shuttle £29.99 
MC14667 1:144 USAF Douglas C-118A £17.99 
MC14668 1:144 USAAF Lockheed 

P-38J "Yippee" £7.50 
MC14670 1:144 USAAF Republic 

P-47D Thunderbolt £7.50 
MC14671 1:144 Douglas C-47 R4D 

USAF Artic £17.99 
MC14673 1:144 Douglas C-54 R5D 

USAAF £22.99 
MC14674 1:144 Consolidated PBY 

Catalina USCG £14.99
MC14684 1:144 Douglas DC-8-63 

Hawaiian Air £29.99 

Miniwings Aircraft kits (resin)
MINI066 1:144 Grumman F-11F-1 

Tiger long nose / VF-51 £22.50
MINI067 1:144 Grumman F-11F-1 

Tiger long nose / Blue 
Angels  £22.50

Mirage Aircraft kits (injection)
MIR481304 1:48 PZL-23 KARAS  I & II , 

Royal Romanian Force £45.70 

Modelsvit Aircraft kits (injection)
MVIT4802 1:48 Yakolev Yak-1 

razorback on skis soviet 
WWII fighter  £21.99

MVIT4803 1:48 Yakolev Yak-1 early  £21.99

MPM Aircraft kits (injection)
MPM72565 1:72 Douglas P-70 

Nighthawk. £22.80
MPM72574 1:72 Gloster Meteor Trent 

'First Turboprop Fighter'.  £22.80

Pegasus Hobbies Aircraft kits (injection)
PH8416 1:48 V-2 Rocket (Snap 

together) £8.99 

Revell Aircraft kits (injection)
RV0602 1:100 Panavia Tornado £9.50 
RV0603 1:100 Eurofighter EF-2000A 

Typhoon £8.99 
RV4275 1:144 Boeing 747-8 

Lufthansa (New Revell 
Tooling, not Zvesda) £22.99 

RV4836 1:32 Heinkel He 111H-6  £59.99
RV4839 1:72 Mil Mi-24 Hind £14.99

RV4843 1:144 Junkers Ju 52/3m £10.50 
RV4845 1:72 Fairey Gannet T5 (Twin 

seater) £11.99 
RV4846 1:144 Panavia Tornado ECR 

"Tigermeet 2011" £4.99 
RV4847 1:72 Panavia Tornado 

"Lechfeld Tiger 2011" £14.99
RV4861 1:144 Airbus A320 Turkish 

Airlines £12.99 
RV6647 Boeing 737-800 Air Berlin £9.50 

RS Models Aircraft kits (injection)
RSMI92111 1:72 Northrop XP-79 Flying 

Ram - 1 decal variant for 
USA £15.80 

RSMI92115 1:72 Lockheed F-4 /F-4A 
Lightning. 4 decal variants 
for USA, France, Australia £22.30 

RSMI92123 1:72 Lockheed F-5 Lightning £22.30 
RSMI92133 1:72 Bell P-400 Airacobra £15.80 
RSMI92134 1:72 Morko-Morane/Mörkö-

Morane £15.80 
RSMI92135 1:72 Bell P-39D / P-39F / 

P-39K Airacobra £15.80 
RSMI92136 1:72 Bell P-39Q-25 

Airacobra £15.80 
RSMI92137 1:72 Nakajima Ki-27b £15.80 
RSMI92138 1:72 Heinkel He 112B

Luftwaffe -  £15.80 
RSMI92139 1:72 Nakajima Ki-27 

Thailand £15.80 
RSMI92140 1:72 Heinkel 112B Spain £15.80 

SOVA/A Model Aircraft kits (injection)
AMU14467-11:144 Let L-410M / L-410MU  

TURBOLET £13.40 

Special Hobby Aircraft kits (injection)
SH48127 1:48 Fairey Firefly Mk.I �

Home Fleet� £29.99
SH48134 1:48 Fiat BR.20M 'Lanciani 

Delta Turret'  late version 
of the Fiat Br.20M  £47.60

SH72245 1:72 Yakovlev Yak-23 Flora 
Two-Seater  £14.50

Tamiya Aircraft kits (injection)
TA60781 1:72 Ilyushin IL-2 Sturmovik £34.99 
TA60782 1:72 Grumman F-14A 

Tomcat (Italeri) £18.50 
TA60783 1:72 McDonnell F-15E Eagle

(Italeri)  £18.50 

Trumpeter Aircraft kits (injection)
TU02854 1:48 MiG-23MF Flogger-B £28.99 

Wingnut Wings Aircraft kits (injection)
WNW32020 1:32 Sopwith Snipe early 

version. £69.99 

XuntongModel Aircraft kits (injection)
XMB48001 1:48 Tu-2VS Soviet Tactical 

Bomber £39.99 
XMB48002 1:48 Tu-2S Soviet Medium 

Bomber £39.99 
XMB48003 1:48 Tu-2T Soviet Torpedo 

Bomber £34.99 

Zvezda Aircraft kits (injection)
ZVE7304 1:72 Focke-Wulf Fw 190A-4 £7.99 

NEW ACCESSORIES
Aerobonus (by Aires)

Aircraft detailing sets (resin)
QAB480028 1:48 S-24-B Russian air-to-

ground rockets  £5.50 

QAB480050 1:48 Mk.44 US NAVY 
torpedoes £7.85 

Diorama accessories (resin)
QAB320025 1:32 Fire buckets £4.50 
QAB480051 1:48 USAF F-2A Flightline 

maintenance shop trailer £17.55 

Aires Aircraft detailing sets (resin)
AIRE7293 1:72 Grumman F-14A 

Tomcat cockpit set (Fujimi) £10.25 
AIRE7294 1:72 McDonnell F-4G 

Phantom II cockpit set 
(Hasegawa) £12.99 

AIRE2149 1:32 Heinkel He 111P-4 and 
He 111H-3 early armament 
set (Revell) £15.50 

AIRE4577 1:48 Martin-Baker Mk-10Q 
ejection seat (Mirage 
2000B/N/D)  £6.30 

Airwaves Aircraft detailing sets (etched)
AEC48076 1:48 Douglas A-20 Havoc 

DB-8 (AMT and Italeri) £5.10 
AEC48084 1:48 Re-released BAe Sea 

Harrier FRS.1/BAe Harrier 
GR.3 (Airfix) £6.12 

AEC48094 1:48 de_Havilland Sea Vixen 
FAW.2 (Dynavector) £10.20 

AEC72006 1:72 Grumman A-6E 'TRAM' 
Intruder (Hasegawa) £5.10 

AEC72041 1:72 Kawasaki Ki-61 Hein
(Hasegawa) £5.10 

AEC72097 1:72 Gloster Meteor NF.11 / 
NF.12 / NF.14 (Matchbox 
and Xtrakit) £5.10 

AEC72100 1:72 Boeing KC-135 
Stratotanker (AMT) £8.16

AEC72109 1:72 Re-released! Gloster 
Gladiator cockpit interior 
etc (Encore and Heller) £5.10 

AEC72114 1:72 Sukhoi Su-24 Fencer 
(Dragon and Italeri) £5.10 

AEC72117 1:72 Re-releaased! Dassault 
Mirage III (Heller) £5.10 

AEC72119 1:72 Arado Ar 96B (Heller) £5.10 
AEC72161 1:72 Bristol Blenheim Mk.I 

(FROG, Intech, Novo, Revell 
etc) £5.10 

AEC72165 1:72 Re-released Westland
Scout/Wasp (Airfix) £6.12 

AEC72169 1:72 Re-released! Dornier 
Do 217 (Italeri) £6.12 

AEC72177 1:72 Re-released Bristol 
Beaufighter Mk.X (Match
box and Revell) £6.12 

AEC72181 1:72 Re-released Nakajima 
B6N Tenzan 'Jill' (Fujimi) £6.12 

AEC72190 1:72 Douglas DC-3/Douglas 
C-47 Dakota (Italeri) £6.12 

AEC72220 1:72 Westland Sea King 
(Revell) £6.12 

Armory Aircraft detailing sets (etched)
RPEA4808 1:48 Antonov An-2 detailing 

set (Bilek) £5.99 
RACA7246A 1:72 Kh-29L (AS-14 'Kedge'

-A) + AKU-58-I catapult 
launcher, Air to Surface 
missile, laser guidance. As 
used on Mikoyan MiG-27/
MiG-29/Sukhoi Su-17/Su-24
/Su-25/Su-27/Su-35  £8.80 

RACA7246B 1:72 Kh-29T (AS-14 "Kedge"
-B) + AKU-58-I catapult 
launcher, Air to Surface 
missile, television guidance. 

Please visit our website for our
up to date postage rates.

www.hannants.co.uk
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Acrylic Paint

- This superb paint range will satisfy
most modellers’ needs, with an ever
growing range of over 100 colours
in 2013. 

- A fast drying paint for a wide range 
of modelling subjects.

lWater based Acrylic paint
lFast drying
lClean brushes with water
lEasy to use

www.facebook.com/humbrol www.twitter.com/humbrolwww.youtube.com/humbrol

www.humbrol.com
A Hornby Product

Especially formulated to
enhance the usability of
Humbrol Acrylic paint when
brushing and airbrushing. 

The formulation slows the
drying rate and greatly
improves the use of Acrylic
paint when airbrushing.

Acrylic Thinners

Humbrol Acrylic Paint Ad_Layout 1  29/01/2013  13:15  Page 1
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The Islington
Business Design
Centre
52 Upper Street, London
N1 0QH
5 - 10 minutes walk
from the Angel, Kings
Cross, Euston, Highbury
& Islington stations with
4 bus stops nearby

The Islington Business Design Centre is a purpose built venue with excellent 
access by road, bus, train and plane.

Visitors will find a host of traders with whom they can chat and get advice prior to
purchasing. You will be able to meet our Editors and contributors, fellow modellers
and club members, in addition to pre-booking live demonstrations and question

and answer sessions. Visit the club stands and view the finished articles.

Updates and further information on the shows will appear regularly in 
SAM, MMI and TSC.

SUNDAY 9TH JUNE AND SUNDAY 8TH DECEMBER 2013

Guideline Publications are pleased to announce the launch of a
twice yearly ‘London Plastic Modelling Show’, to be held at the

Islington Business Design Centre, London 

ENTRANCE
FEE ONLY
£6.00

CHILDREN
UNDER 16 FREE
ENTRANCE

BOOK BOTH
SHOWS FOR
ONLY £10.00

OPENING TIMES
11.00 AM TILL

4.00PM
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